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INT. ADELAIDE RAILWAY STATION, 1948 - DAY

A brown leather suitcase is dropped into a locker. The 
STATION ATTENDANT produces a ticket for the case’s owner.

EXT. SOMERTON BEACH, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA - NIGHT

Couples enjoy a warm summer evening, strolling in twos along 
the beach’s walk. A MAN IN BLACK latches shut a black case 
along the boardwalk’s wall. He walks away from the shore, 
towards the city lights. A clinking sound comes from the 
case.

INT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL, SYDNEY - DAY

A beautiful WOMAN, 25ish, laughs over tea with a military-
looking MAN, in his early thirties. She leans forward, her 
hand on his knee, her chest at eye-level. There’s a small 
scar on her hand, just by the thumb. She slides a brown-paper 
wrapped package towards him, the size and shape of a book.

INT. CITY BATHS - DAY

The UNKNOWN MAN, 40ish, carefully shaves his chin. Men in 
swimsuits pass behind him, carrying goggles and swim caps.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - NIGHT

A TODDLER sleeps soundly in a suburban household. His MOTHER, 
nothing more than a silhouette, stands a room over, staring 
through the window. Her placid front lawn is trimmed and in 
order; the street is quiet.

EXT. TRAIN STATION, ADELAIDE - DAY

PASSENGERS climb aboard the train heading to Henley Beach. 
The train pulls from the station. A newsboy hawks papers: 

NEWSBOY
American consul become hostages of 
Communist Chinese! People’s 
Liberation Army gaining ground in 
Manchuria!

INT. OFFICE - NIGHT

The same Unknown Man from the baths sits in a dim-lit office. 
He scratches in the back of a book with a stencilling tool. 



He is well-dressed in a heavy suit, fit, strawberry-blonde. 
Next to him is an extensive set of stencilling tools, as well 
as a yellowish square of filmy paper, an ashtray, and a glass 
of scotch.

INT. EMPTY TRUCK - EVENING

A book is hurled into the back of a truck as the sun goes 
down over a seaside town. Birds fly overhead as the sky 
darkens.

INT. BEDROOM - MORNING

The wind blows through the curtains, the ocean beyond them 
peeking out in blues and whites. A pearl necklace lies on the 
vanity; a pair of pumps and a pair of polished loafers are 
strewn along the floor.

EXT. SOMERTON BEACH, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA - LATE NIGHT

The click of a lighter - the crackle of a cigarette. The 
Unknown Man from behind as he leans back against the sea 
wall, near the steps that meet the sand. 

He loosens his tie, his suit too warm for the evening. He 
furls and unfurls a strip of paper, a strip used to being 
pushed between his fingers. 

The man laughs a mirthless laugh. He looks to the cigarette, 
places the strip in his pocket, and take a long, deep drag. 
The ash glows red. It crumbles in the sea breeze.

EXT. SOMERTON BEACH - MORNING

Caption: AUSTRALIA, NOVEMBER 1948

JOHN LYONS, athletic and middle-aged, comes in from an early 
swim. The sun glints off the waves. He shades his eyes with a 
towel; only two men and a horse walk along the beach. 

John nears the steps. He spots our Unknown Man, still in the 
same position, slumped along the wall. The man lies dead; a 
cigarette, half-smoked, lies on his lapel.

JOHN LYONS
Beautiful morning, isn’t it?

John shifts in place, waiting for his answer. He walks closer 
to the dead man.
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JOHN LYONS (CONT’D)
I said, it’s a beautiful morning, 
isn’t it?

Alarmed, John gets right next to the corpse and shakes it.

JOHN LYONS (CONT’D)
Sir? Come on now, mate - ? My God!

(to the men with the 
horse)

Call the police!

INT. BUS DEPOT GARAGE, SYDNEY, AU - DAY - SIX MONTHS LATER

CAPTION: SYDNEY - SIX MONTHS LATER

A phone rings. A MECHANIC, late 30s, classically tall, dark, 
and handsome, answers it. He speaks with an English accent.

MECHANIC
Yes, sir. This is Alf Boxall. I 
see. Right away.

Alf puts down the phone and tracks through the garage, around 
a half-taken-apart bus. A man on a sliding pallet works 
underneath another bus.

ALF
Its your wife, Ed. She’s gone into 
labor.

Ed slides from under the bus. He speaks with a thick 
Australian accent.

ED
Labor? Now?

ALF
Now. Grab your jacket. I’ll drive.

Alf helps Ed up. Ed’s shaky, excited. He wipes his greasy 
hands on his coveralls.

ED
Should I wash up? What do I do 
about this?

Ed gestures to the unfinished bus project in front of him. 
Alf tosses him a rag.

ALF
I’ll handle it.
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Ed wipes his hands.

ED
You’re a real life-saver, you know 
that?

ALF
(laughing)

I’ll start the car.

INT. CAR

Alf sits at the wheel. Ed hops in.

ED
Do you think I’ll be okay?

ALF
You’re all right, Ed.

ED
You’ve got a daughter, haven’t you?

ALF
Bonnie.

ED
Well, weren’t you scared?

ALF
Terrified. But when I held her for 
the first time... Before her, I 
thought I’d found it. The only love 
of my life. 

ED
Your Susie?

Alf looks in Ed’s direction, but sees through him. He thinks 
for a long moment.

ALF
It changed when I held her. 
Everything changed.

Ed reflects on this as they approach the hospital building.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - EVENING

Alf’s wife, SUSIE, stirs a pot on the stove. Alf walks into 
the kitchen.
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ALF
Sorry I’m late. I tried to ring --

SUSIE
(interrupting)

It’s all cold. I’m heating it back 
up.

ALF
Took Ed to the hospital. He wanted 
to get fancied up to meet the kid. 

SUSIE
And Mrs. Davidson?

ALF
Just fine. They’ve a perfectly 
healthy little girl.

SUSIE
I never liked her, you know - the 
way she looks at you.

ALF
Come now, Susie, don’t be like 
that. 

Alf picks up the newspaper and starts to browse it. Susie 
grabs a plate from the cabinet and serves Alf his dinner.

ALF (CONT’D)
Bonnie will have a new playmate. 
You should have seen the look on 
old Ed’s face.

Susie sits at the table with her own dinner and reads the 
back of the page he’s holding. A headline reads: “Tensions 
Rise in Coal Strike.”

Susie grabs the back of the paper to read the headline.

SUSIE
I’ve heard government’s going to 
send in troops.

ALF
Well, with all these Reds about, 
it’s no surprise. 23,000 men, 
they’re saying, and who knows whose 
pulling the strings.

SUSIE
It’s a shame. They’re civilians. 
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ALF
I’m sure the government knows what 
it’s up against. It’s better to not 
stick our noses into what we don’t 
know anything about.

SUSIE
Well, you can’t stick your head in 
the sand about everything, Alf. 
Things are changing out there. 
We’ll have another war.

Alf puts the paper down and stands. 

ALF
Well, where is our Bonnie? 

Bonnie, 4, runs into the room, carrying a mangled, stuffed 
bear. She clings to his leg.

BONNIE
Papa! Come look!

Alf follows Susie to the back yard. A dead bird lies near the 
trunk of a tree.

BONNIE (CONT’D)
I found it.

She reaches towards it.

ALF
No, don’t touch it. It could be 
sick.

BONNIE
Is it dead?

ALF
Yes. 

BONNIE
Can we bury it?

ALF
Would you like that?

She nods.

BONNIE
It was a good bird.

ALF
Then we’ll do what we must.
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Alf grabs a shovel from the shed and starts to dig as Bonnie 
watches. 

He breaks the ground, hesitates, and looks to her. She 
smiles. He continues.

EXT. BUS DEPOT GARAGE - MORNING

Alf walks towards the door of a low, squat building. He 
carries a metal lunch box and wears mechanic’s coveralls. 

Two DETECTIVES stand outside the door of the depot.

DETECTIVE WILSON
Lieutenant Boxall? 

ALF
Yes, sir? Alf is fine.

The detective flashes his badge.

DETECTIVE WILSON
Detective Wilson, Sydney Police 
Department. This is Officer 
Fletcher. We have a few questions 
for you, if you don’t mind.

ALF
Of course - but what about?

Alf shows them into the bus depot.

INT. BUS DEPOT GARAGE, RANDWICK, AU - DAY

Flushed, Alf puts his lunch box down in his work area. The 
garage is already busy; buses pull in and out of the bays, 
the mechanics buzz around them. 

Alf takes a seat on a small stool, surrounded by the ephemera 
of his work: discarded tools, grease-stained rags, a manual 
of some kind. He looks up at the detectives.

ALF
(abruptly)

Sorry there’s not a more 
comfortable arrangement.

He gestures to the bus, to the brakes on the ground, which he 
picks up and worries in his lap.
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ALF (CONT’D)
I’m just finishing up this morning. 
New brakes.

Alf looks to his shoes.

ALF (CONT’D)
You have questions?

DETECTIVE WILSON
You’ve heard of the Unknown Man 
found on Somerton Beach?

ALF
Somerton Beach? In Adelaide?

DETECTIVE WILSON
Yes, have you heard about the body 
found there six months ago?

ALF
I’m not sure. Was it in the news?

DETECTIVE FLETCHER
It’s been all over the papers. 
They’re calling it and unparalleled 
mystery. No identification, no 
cause of death - it’s the stuff of 
fiction. Do you read the news?

ALF
Some. The stocks, mostly. So what’s 
it got to do with me?

DETECTIVE WILSON
The truth is, I’ve been sent to 
find out if he’s you.

ALF
Me?

DETECTIVE WILSON
Yet here you are, alive and well. 
Perhaps you can help fill in a few 
details. You don’t recognize the 
Unknown Man, do you?

The detective pulls out a newspaper clipping with a photo of 
the Unknown Man, as well as a small notebook and a pen.

ALF
No, never in my life.
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DETECTIVE WILSON
You served in the army?

ALF
Yes, but I don’t see what that has--

DETECTIVE WILSON
You’re married?

ALF
Nearly nine years.

DETECTIVE WILSON
And children?

ALF
One. She’s four. Listen, I hope 
you’ll leave them out of whatever 
this is. Keep it to us men.

DETECTIVE FLETCHER
Just filling in the blanks, 
Lieutenant Boxall. Standard 
procedure, innit, Wilson?

ALF
Just Alf, please. The war’s over.

Fletcher is stony-faced at the suggestion.

DETECTIVE FLETCHER
Well then, where were you the night 
of November 30th?

ALF
What, six months ago? Surely you 
don’t think I’m a suspect?

DETECTIVE FLETCHER
How about you just answer the 
question.

ALF
I don’t know -- at home, probably. 
Now if you don’t mind, I’d like to 
get back to work.

DETECTIVE WILSON
Not just yet. I’ll put it to you 
straight - Alf - there’s been a 
development in the Unknown Man’s 
case. The detectives down in 
Adelaide called in an expert, made 
a second stab at the body. 

(MORE)
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He found a note in the man’s 
trousers. A hidden pocket - for a 
fob watch, you know the kind.

ALF
And?

DETECTIVE WILSON
Funny thing. It read, “Tamam Shud.”  
Persian for ‘ended.’ The boys down 
there figured it comes from a 
popular book of poetry, The 
Rubaiyat of Omar Kayyam. You know 
it?

ALF
The Rubaiyat. That’s right. Susie - 
my wife, that is, mentioned 
something about this the other day. 
She’s always mentioning something 
or another about the papers. 

DETECTIVE WILSON
So you know it?

ALF
I read the book a few years back, 
same as everyone. What’s the 
line... “I swore--but was I sober 
when I swore?”

DETECTIVE FLETCHER
Mrs. Jessica Thompson gave it to 
you, is that right?

Surprised, Alf stops fiddling with the brake wires. He 
blanches.

ALF
Mrs. Thompson?

DETECTIVE WILSON
She was a nurse at the time. Police 
have it that she gave the book to 
you in the Clifton Gardens Hotel.

ALF
So she married, then. It was Ms. 
Jessica Powell back then. I haven’t 
heard that name since... well, 
what’s that got to do with this 
dead man?

The detective consults his notes.

DETECTIVE WILSON (CONT'D)
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DETECTIVE WILSON
The force down in Adelaide’s been 
looking for that book, where the 
‘Tamam Shud’ note came from. Found 
it in the back of a truck, not far 
from the body. Phone number in the 
front belonged to your Jessica.

ALF
It’s been a long time. Since before 
my deployment. We met at the hotel, 
as you said, in - it must have been 
1945.

The detective takes note of this.

DETECTIVE WILSON
Where she gave you a copy of The 
Rubaiyat.

ALF
Yes. I remember it particularly.

DETECTIVE WILSON
What was the nature of your 
relationship to Mrs. Thomson?

ALF
We met for lunch. She was a nurse, 
you know. Lunch and a few drinks. 
Just met at the pub, really.

DETECTIVE WILSON
And to whom did you then give the 
book? 

ALF
Give? I still have it.

The detective’s scribbles come to a halt. He looks up, 
surprised.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - DAY

Alf lives in a newly built, suburban home. The two detectives 
follow Alf into his clean, decidedly middle-class study.

ALF
Let’s see.

Alf roots around his bookshelf and returns with a pristine 
copy of the The Rubaiyat.
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ALF (CONT’D)
Here it is. She wrote a little note 
in the front, see?

The detective reads the beginning:

DETECTIVE WILSON
‘Indeed, indeed, Repentance oft 
before / I swore--but was I sober 
when I swore? / And then and then 
came Spring, and Rose-in-hand / My 
thread-bare Penitence a-pieces 
tore.’ Signed, Jestyn. Jestyn?

ALF
A nickname.

Wilson turns to the back page, where the words ‘Tamam Shud’ 
are perfectly intact, marking the end of the book.

DETECTIVE WILSON
It’s not torn out. You’re sure this 
is the same copy she gave you?

ALF
I’ve had it these last three years. 
My wife has kept it.

DETECTIVE WILSON
Fletcher, photograph the 
inscription and the last page.

Fletcher sets to work.

ALF
You’re not going to publicize this, 
are you?

DETECTIVE FLETCHER
An odd inscription, don’t you 
think? A verse from the book, about 
sobriety and all?

ALF
It’s like that. Love poems, live 
life without regrets. That sort of 
thing.

DETECTIVE WILSON
Thank you for your help, Alf. We’ll 
let you know if we have any more 
questions.
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ALF
I trust you will.

The detectives leave. Alf pours himself a drink from the bar 
in the corner and deflates into an armchair.

INT. BUS DEPOT GARAGE - DAY

Alf is underneath the bus, installing the brake system. A man 
in dark, perfectly polished shoes appears.

MAN
Lieutenant Boxall? I have a few 
questions for you.

Alf continues to work.

ALF
I already spoke with the police. 
Really, I haven’t a clue as to the 
identity of the dead man. Never 
seen him in my life.

MAN
You’ll find that we are not the 
police.

Alf slides out from the bus, exasperated. He looks up at a 
BRITISH AGENT, middle aged, meticulous in appearance, laissez-
faire in attitude.

INT. CAR - DAY

Alf climbs into the back seat after the agent.

ALF
Look here, it’s a queer business, 
but I’ve told the police all I 
know. Jessica and I were friends. 
Just before my deployment, we met 
for lunch and drinks. She gave me 
the book, and I still have it. I’m 
doing my best to help, Mr...?

AGENT
Clark. We’ve read the statements 
given to the detectives, but 
there’s more at stake here than a 
murder case, Boxall.

The car pulls up to an elementary school.
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CLARK
I want you to take a look at this.

Alf peers around Agent Clark to see the school playground.

EXT. RANDWICK ELEMENTARY, PLAYGROUND - DAY

The playground consists of a few simple structures: a long 
row of swings, a tire swing, and a few see saws. The picture 
is bleak - a cloudy winter’s day, the grounds devoid of 
children, a few swings rattling in the wind.

Agent Clark leads Alf towards a bench across a field. It 
provides them ample view of the empty grounds, but at some 
distance. They sit.

ALF
This is my daughter’s school.

CLARK
She’s just starting, isn’t she?

ALF
....Yes. 

AGENT CLARK
Always an exciting time. Young 
minds, a clean slate. Enough to 
turn you green.

Agent Clark digs in his coat pocket. Alf jerks at the 
movement; at some length, Clark pulls out an apple and a 
pocketknife. He peels the apple with the knife.

AGENT CLARK (CONT’D)
Hungry?

ALF
Not really.

AGENT CLARK
I’m sure you’ll find this a 
circuitous question, but it’s what 
I need to know. What kind of world 
are you building?

ALF
World?

AGENT CLARK
We’re at war, you know, in the 
shadows. Over the future. 

(MORE)
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The British have a vested interest 
in winning this war, you follow?

ALF
Not really.

AGENT CLARK
I’ll phrase it differently. I’m a 
soldier. Fighting for King and 
country. What are you?

ALF
I’m just a mechanic.

Agent Clark snaps a slice of apple in half. He settles back 
against the bench.

AGENT CLARK
That’s your story? 4th Water 
Transport. Long, hot days in the 
northern bush.

ALF
Those days are done now.

The bell rings at the school.

AGENT CLARK
No need to keep the secret, Boxall. 
The radio waves didn’t listen to 
themselves. Decoding the Japanese 
was laudable work, and Britain 
appreciates it.

ALF
I served in the Australian Army.

AGENT CLARK
So you did. That information is 
classified, I take it.

Children begin to file out onto the playground, taking their 
places on the swings and see-saws. Bonnie runs out to play in 
the sandbox. 

Agent Clark watches her; Alf follows his gaze, his jaw 
clenched.

AGENT CLARK (CONT’D)
Do you read the papers?

ALF
As much as anyone.

AGENT CLARK (CONT'D)
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AGENT CLARK
Tell me, did you hear about the 
death of three British citizens and 
two Americans in Canberra two weeks 
ago?

ALF
No.

AGENT CLARK
That’s right, you didn’t. That’s 
what I do. I make it so your wife 
and kids don’t ask you at the 
dinner table why a British agent 
turned coat for the Soviets. Two of 
my best - plus those two Americans - 
gave their lives to keep that 
secret. Do you understand why?

ALF
You seem to know all your own 
answers.

AGENT CLARK
They gave their lives to keep us 
from going to war again. So that 
our boys and girls--

Here he nods to the playground--

AGENT CLARK (CONT’D)
--don’t have to see what we saw. 
But there are bad apples among us.

ALF
I’m no stranger to duty, sir.

AGENT CLARK
But we don’t all get a clean slate. 
We have to step carefully, or our 
pasts will return to haunt us. It 
really would be a shame, losing 
this.

Here, Clark gestures to the playground.

ALF
Is that a threat?

Clark has finished his apple. He dabs his mouth with a 
handkerchief, then folds it and replaces it to his pocket. 
Bonnie, in the sandbox, has begun building a castle.
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AGENT CLARK
It’s a statement of fact, Boxall. 
We’re a jealous country. There is a 
great deal of intelligence devoted 
to rooting out adulterers. The 
Americans are especially vigilant 
on that front. Moles are 
everywhere... you understand why 
it’s hard to believe these events 
are unrelated.

ALF
I say - but I have nothing to do 
with it!

AGENT CLARK
It is not good to be tied to the 
dead man at Somerton. You met with 
Jessica Powell, a nurse at the 
Royal North Shore Hospital. She 
gave you a book. That is true.

ALF
(raising his voice)

I’ve already admitted to it!

Agent Clark stands.

AGENT CLARK
Then you have everything to do with 
it. Where you stand -- that is a 
matter of international importance.

ALF
You expect me to prove my 
allegiance?

AGENT CLARK
That’s only the half of what I 
expect from you.

Agent Clark adjusts his hat and holds out a simple card. It 
only reads, “Clark” and a phone number. When Alf doesn’t take 
it, Clark tosses it in Alf’s lap.

ALF
If you touch my daughter--

AGENT CLARK
Think about the predicament you’ve 
put all of us in. Then, give me a 
call.
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Clark walks away. Alf picks up the card and begrudgingly 
pockets it.

INT. BUS DEPOT GARAGE, RANDWICK, AU - NIGHT

The minute hand clicks over: its exactly 5:30 PM. Alf stands 
in a small manager’s office in the garage. He’s on the 
telephone.

ALF
Colonel Unger, good evening. Alf 
Boxall. I’d hoped to ask a favor. 

INT. PUB - NIGHT

COLONEL UNGER, a portly, older man, drinks a pint in a smoky 
corner. Alf sits down across from him. They light cigarettes.

ALF
Thank you for meeting me on such 
short notice.

COLONEL UNGER
Let’s cut to it. You’re not in a 
good way, Boxall. You don’t want to 
be on their bad side.

ALF
MI:6’s?

COLONEL UNGER
Keep your voice down. Yes - any of 
them, MI:6, CIA, ASIO. I may be 
retired, but I hear the whispers as 
much as any man.

Unger looks around him, dropping his voice even lower.

COLONEL UNGER (CONT’D)
These intelligence people have 
whatever power they want. You’ve 
heard about the arrests of the 
miner labor leaders? If you can 
call it that. People gone in the 
middle of the night. Everything 
hushed over.

ALF
I hadn’t--
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COLONEL UNGER
They’re not like we were. We fought 
for a free country, for principles. 
This new crop does it differently.

ALF
I hoped you could help. Set them 
straight about my service. I’ve 
never been anything but loyal.

COLONEL UNGER
I know it.

ALF
You could speak with this Clark 
fellow. He gave his number--

The look on Unger’s face quiets Alf.

ALF (CONT’D)
You won’t do it.

COLONEL UNGER
It’s not that I won’t. It’s that 
it’ll be of no use. 

Alf clenches his glass, getting upset.

ALF
I need you, Unger. I can’t go back - 
I’m different now. You know it’s 
not the work. I left that person 
behind, you understand? I have 
responsibilities -- 

COLONEL UNGER
Come now, I’ll try; I owe you that. 
You saved my life. Remember? In 
Coconut Grove?

ALF
I did my duty, sir. Now it’s to my 
family. To my daughter.

COLONEL UNGER
I would have bled out, and I owe 
you. You’re quick on your feet, 
Boxall. I can tell them that. But I 
can’t prove - I can’t prove what 
you think, what you aren’t.

Alf stands.
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ALF
You think I’m a red?

Colonel Unger waves him off.

COLONEL UNGER
Of course not. Sit down; I’ll talk 
with them. I hope for all of our 
sakes they’ll let you alone. 
Children need their fathers. And 
your wife--

ALF
(interrupting)

Thank you.

COLONEL UNGER
A toast. To old friends?

ALF
(darkly)

And to King and Country.

COLONEL UNGER
To King and Country.

They drink.

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Agent Clark pours over some documents. There’s a soft knock 
at the door.

CLARK
Come in.

HARROWAY, a large man in his late 20s, enters the room.

AGENT HARROWAY
I’ve got the latest CIA 
transmission.

CLARK
And?

AGENT HARROWAY
It’s not good. They’re saying that 
the Canberra Incident was just the 
start of it. Worse, their 
investigation into Maralinga shows 
missing files around more than 
previously thought.
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CLARK
Which files? Agents? 

AGENT HARROWAY
Blueprints.

CLARK
Not Hurricane.

Agent Harroway nods slightly.

AGENT HARROWAY
It’ll be nuclear war.

CLARK
It’s worse that we thought, then. 
I’ll call when I’m ready for you.

AGENT HARROWAY
Understood, sir.

Harroway leaves; Clark taps his pencil on his desk in 
agitation. Clark picks up the phone and dials.

CLARK 
This is Clark. Bad news. We’ll have 
to collaborate on this one. As many 
eyes as we can get.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - STUDY - DAY

Blinds drawn, the study is shaded and quiet. Alf sits at a 
desk. A letter sits in front of him. He rests his hands on 
the desk, taking a deep breath.

EXT. AUSTRALIAN BUSH - FLASHBACK - DAY

The blinding sun above, a slightly younger Alf stands 
surrounded by dry, cracked earth. He wears an Army uniform 
and holds a large pair of headphones. A plane blares 
overhead.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - STUDY - DAY

A drawer slides open. Alf pulls out a handgun. He rests it on 
the desk, and stares at it as if it’s foreign to him.
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EXT. ALF’S HOUSE - FLASHBACK - AFTERNOON

Alf sits in his front yard, the picture of a happy, young 
father. He covers his eyes.

ALF
28...29...30... Here I come!

Bonnie’s skirt pokes out from behind the tree trunk, where 
she’s hidden. Alf sneaks up on her; they tumble on the grass, 
laughing.

Susie, on the front porch, holds a luggage case and watches. 
Tears slide down her cheek; she brushes them away and gets 
into the car.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - STUDY - DAY

Alf starts disassembling the gun, quickly.

EXT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - FLASHBACK - NIGHT

JESSICA, in a stunning evening gown, walks up the stairs of 
the Clifton Gardens Hotel, a massive, white, colonial-style 
building between the sea and a park. In her gloved hands she 
carries a book and a clutch.

She pulls off one glove. We see her scar as she shakes a 
man’s hand.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - STUDY - DAY

The gun is fully apart, laid out neatly in front of him.

Alf opens the letter in his lap.

COLONEL UNGER (V.O.)
(reading)

I am sorry to inform you that my 
inquiries have failed to result in 
any change. It is my recommendation 
that you show your full 
cooperation. Good luck, Unger.

He crumples the letter and tosses it in the trash bin.

Just as quickly, he reassembles the gun. His hands shake 
slightly.

A distant whistle starts to grow in strength.
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There’s a small knock at the door. Alf slams the gun back 
into the drawer.

ALF
Come in.

SUSIE
Water’s boiling.

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Alf follows his wife to the kitchen, where the kettle’s 
whistling peters out. Susie goes about making tea. Alf gently 
grasps the small of her back.

ALF
We might need to go away for a 
while.

Susie pulls away from him.

SUSIE
(boredly)

On a vacation?

ALF
To Adelaide. The police want me to 
help with their investigation.

SUSIE
What for? You’ve told them you 
don’t know what they’re on about.

ALF
They insist.

Finished with the tea, Susie turns to hand Alf his cup.

SUSIE
It’s out of the question. We have 
no business in Adelaide.

ALF
They want me to look at the code, 
to see if it’ll lead to anything.

SUSIE
Code?

ALF
In that book. In the front was the 
number that led to me. 

(MORE)
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In the back there was some kind of 
code. A bunch of madman letters.

SUSIE
I don’t see why you should be 
running about at their beck and 
call for some silly code.

ALF
I’m not sure how long it’ll take. 
Come with me. We can make it a trip 
-- Bonnie’s never been Adelaide.

SUSIE
If you must go, then go. But leave 
us out of your shameful business. I 
knew we hadn’t heard the last of 
that woman. I won’t have any part 
of it.

ALF
Please, Susie. You know that’s over 
with.

Susie drops a lump of sugar into her tea and stirs.

SUSIE
Just focus on your work and then 
come back to us. It can’t take too 
long.

She walks from the room.

ALF
(defeated)

I’ll leave tomorrow, then.

Alf sighs, rubbing his temples. He blows on the tea and pulls 
a folded photograph from his pocket - a photo of the code.

The code is five lines of capital letters, as follows: 
WRGOABABD
MLIAOI
WTBIMPANETP
MLIABOAIAQC
ITTMTSAMSTGAB

Alf folds and replaces it.

EXT. ADELAIDE RAIL STATION - MORNING

A train pulls into the station. Alf disembarks. A porter 
hands him his suitcase. 

ALF (CONT'D)
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Around him, the train station bustles with people.

Alf makes his way through the crowds and across the dirt 
street to the two-story, columned and balconied Strathmore 
Hotel.

He carries himself differently -- a little straighter, more 
confident, a little more swagger.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - MORNING

Alf shuts the door of his room behind him. He sets down his 
case and goes to the window, where he draws the blinds 
closed. 

He opens the case and pulls from it a pile of newspapers, all 
articles related to the case. He spreads the papers over the 
bed. Alf pours himself a glass of water and stares at the 
mess.

INT. ADELAIDE POLICE STATION - DAY

A SECRETARY leads Alf down the hall to an office.

ALF
Thank you.

The secretary excuses herself. A middle-aged, tired-looking 
DETECTIVE sits at his desk. A cigarette smokes in the ashtray 
at his elbow.

ALF (CONT’D)
Alf Boxall, good to meet you.

DETECTIVE
Len Brown. I read your statement 
from the boys in Sydney.

ALF
I was told to come down and take a 
look at things. In case it rang any 
bells. 

DETECTIVE BROWN
I heard. You’ve got friends high up 
- or enemies. But orders are 
orders.

ALF
I won’t get in your way.

Detective Brown looks at him for a moment, hard.
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DETECTIVE BROWN
I don’t like amateurs, but I hear 
you’ve got some experience. So be 
it. In all honesty, we need the 
help. Six months we’ve been working 
on this case. Every lead just 
complicates it. Have you seen the 
book?

ALF
Only my own copy. Do you mind if I 
take a few notes?

Alf pulls out a notebook.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Not at all.

Brown clears a stack of papers from off the book and hands it 
out. Alf takes it and opens it to the front.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
The front, there, is the number of 
the nurse. 

Alf scribbles it down.

ALF
Mine is a different edition. I’ve 
never seen one like this.

Alf searches for the publishing information in the beginning 
of the book.

ALF (CONT’D)
It’s a first edition from Whitcombe 
and Tombs. Never heard of that 
publisher.

Alf writes down, “Whitcombe and Tombs,” before turning to the 
back of the book.

ALF (CONT’D)
I thought there was a code here.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Yes - but only under the right 
light. UV. It took us some time to 
find it. Much easier to see in the 
photo.

ALF
Interesting.
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Alf holds the page up to the light, where he can see the 
faint scratches on the page.

Alf grabs a magnifying glass off of Brown’s desk and holds it 
to the page. Microwriting, etched into the letters of the 
code, bubble up in the glass. 

Brown rifles through his papers, oblivious to Alf’s actions.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Let’s show you the suitcase.

Alf puts down the magnifying glass and writes in his 
notebook. He follows Brown out of the room.

Detective Brown leads Alf to an evidence room. On a metal 
table, the following articles are laid out and tagged:

-A brown leather case

-A red-checked dressing gown

-A coat with feather-stitching

-A pair of slippers made of red felt

-Four pairs of underpants

-A pair of pajamas

-A shaving kit

-A light brown pair of trousers 

-An electrician's screwdriver

-A short, sharpened instrument made from cutting down a table 
knife

-A pair of scissors

-A stencilling brush

-A thread card of Barbour brand orange waxed thread

Also in the room is a sheet-covered bust in the corner, and 
another table covered in paperwork.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
The case was checked at the rail 
station midday on the day of the 
man’s death.

Alf picks up the thread card.
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ALF
This thread’s unusual. 

DETECTIVE BROWN
You’ve a keen eye. We found the 
same thread in the man’s trousers, 
used to repair a lining - that’s 
how we know it’s his case. You 
can’t buy that color in Australia.

Alf runs his fingers along the edge of the table. He stops 
near the dressing gown.

ALF
These clothes, do they have laundry 
marks? 

Brown picks up the coat.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Ah. We looked into that. Nearly all 
the tags were removed, just as on 
the man’s clothing. Only a few 
remained - ‘T. Keane,’ they read. 
No T. Keane is missing, in any 
English-speaking country, at least. 

ALF
An alias, then?

DETECTIVE BROWN
It seems so. This coat appears to 
be of American make.

Alf examines the coat.

ALF
Why’s that?

DETECTIVE BROWN
It’s the stitching. Front gusset 
and feather-stitching. The 
Americans’ machines are the only 
ones to produce it.

ALF
I see. These tools--

Alf picks the sharpened table knife up. He inspects it 
against the light.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Not much to say, there. And odd lot 
of tools.
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ALF
They’re for stencilling. Navy uses 
them to letter their boat’s hulls. 
Looks like he made some of these 
himself. This is a full kit, I’d 
say.

DETECTIVE BROWN
You served in the Navy?

ALF
Army. But it rings a bell.
Correct me if I’m wrong, then: We 
have a man who travels extensively - 
or at least has been to the United 
States - who carries a stencilling 
kit to Adelaide and dies on the 
beach of--

DETECTIVE BROWN
Poison, probably. A fast-acting one 
that left the system entirely 
before we could test for it. The 
coroner couldn’t positively 
identify the cause.

A youngish man, PAUL LAWSON, enters the room behind them.

ALF
Strychnine poisoning? Or maybe 
cyanide?

DETECTIVE BROWN
We tried those.

PAUL LAWSON
Strychnine would cause 
hyperextension and asphyxiation. 
Cyanide would leave his cheeks a 
ruddy color, but we he was white as 
a sheet. No vomit, that’s what gets 
me.

ALF
It’s not a suicide, then. His 
killer must have cleaned up the 
body.

PAUL LAWSON
Yes, exactly. And without knowing 
who he is, it’s hard to find a 
motive for the murder.
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DETECTIVE BROWN
Alf Boxall, this is Paul Lawson. 
Cast maker and amateur sleuth.

PAUL LAWSON
(cheerily)

Pleased to meet you. It’s a dreaded 
business, isn’t it? I’d love if 
you’d take a look at my plaster of 
the man. It’s in my office.

ALF
Absolutely. Upstairs?

PAUL LAWSON
Ah, no. I’m in the South Australian 
Museum. I’m afraid the casts are 
rather heavy to move. Come by when 
you have the time.

ALF
I will, though I’m sure I’ve never 
seen the man. 

DETECTIVE BROWN
I have the photos here.

Detective Brown hands Alf the photos of the man.

ALF
I saw these in the paper. But, no, 
I don’t recognize him. 

DETECTIVE BROWN
You’re sure? Could he have been in 
the army with you? Perhaps he stole 
the book from you and replaced it 
with another?

ALF
No. I’ve never seen this man in my 
life, and the book couldn’t have 
been taken from me. I left it with 
my wife.

DETECTIVE BROWN
(sighing)

I expected as much.

PAUL LAWSON
The pictures don’t do the man 
justice.
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ALF
How many people have identified 
him?

DETECTIVE BROWN
Dozens.

PAUL LAWSON
I show it to a new person nearly 
every day. We thought he was an old 
woodchipper at one point - then a 
missing sailor.

Alf offers his hand to Lawson and Detective Brown.

ALF
If I think of anything, I’ll call. 
I wish I could be of more help.

PAUL LAWSON
Do come by. I’ll look forward to 
it.

EXT. ADELAIDE POLICE STATION, ENTRYWAY - DAY

Alf walks out into a blinding bright day. He makes his way 
down the stairs, but pauses midway to locate his sunglasses.

Jessica walks up the steps beside him. She wears a smart-
looking long coat, hat, and gloves. She pulls a glove off; 
there’s a small scar on her hand, by the thumb.

She passes Alf, her attention on the BOY, roughly 3, 
tottering behind her. 

JESSICA
Robin, I want you to be on your 
best behavior for the policemen.

Alf is frozen in his spot, his gaze tracking after Jessica. 
The world blurs around her. She looks much the same; he 
focuses on the curve of her face, on a wisp of her untucked 
hair. She enters the building. 

ALF
Jestyn... 

Alf looks out at the unfamiliar city, which continues its 
life as usual.
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INT. PUB

Agent Harroway slides up to a bar in a pub.

HARROWAY
A beer.

The bartender drops off a pint for him. Harroway’s attention 
shifts to behind him, where a group of SCIENTISTS sit at a 
round table, wearing white coats and sipping beers.

BRITISH SCIENTIST
What I wouldn’t give to see a woman 
around here, instead of your 
worthless faces. How long has it 
been in this desert hellhole?

BRITISH SCIENTIST 2
What, you don’t like my noble 
countenance? 

BRITISH SCIENTIST 3
He wouldn’t know how to treat a 
lady if she fell in his lap.

Harroway takes a deep sip of his drink and hits a record 
button in his sleeve. A small microphone peeks from his 
jacket pocket.

EXT. STRATHMORE HOTEL, BALCONY - NIGHT

Alf reads a copy of The Rubaiyat at his dinner table for one. 
An attractive, athletic Australian WOMAN, late-20s, sits down 
across from him. Startled, he moves to stand.

WOMAN
No, sit. 

She grabs his water glass and takes a swig. 

WOMAN (CONT’D)
(under her breath)

There’s a man walking toward us. 
Follow my lead.

Alf leans into the aisle, to see a MAN walking toward their 
table. 

WOMAN (CONT’D)
(louder)

You did not!
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She laughs as the man passes the table. Poorly, Alf pretends 
to laugh too. The man turns the corner and is out of sight.

WOMAN (CONT’D)
God, I thought I’d never get away 
from him. Ms. Pauline Forsythe. So 
sorry to be a bother.

She extends her hand; he takes it.

ALF
Alf Boxall.

PAULINE
Are you staying alone? So many in 
this hotel are. 

ALF
I’m in town on business.

Pauline spots the book and picks it up.

PAULINE
And reading for pleasure, I see. 
I’ve read this before -

She reads from the page he has open:

PAULINE (CONT’D)
‘Indeed the Idols I have loved so 
long / Have done my Credit in Men's 
Eye much wrong: / Have drown'd my 
Honour in a shallow Cup, / And sold 
my Reputation for a Song.’ Sad. I 
always loved a good poem.

Pauline stops a waiter.

PAULINE (CONT’D)
A gin fizz for my friend and I, if 
you please. You drink, Mr. Boxall?

ALF
I much prefer it to reading.

EXT. STRATHMORE HOTEL, BALCONY - LATER

The waiter clears the table of food and replaces their drinks 
with another. Alf’s eyes water, his face red - he’s sloshed. 

PAULINE
I hope I didn’t startle you too 
badly earlier. 

(MORE)
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You wouldn’t believe it, but I 
think that man is following me.

ALF
Following you?

PAULINE
I saw him on the train from Port 
Augusta this morning, then again as 
I was meeting with my banker this 
afternoon. Of course I feel much 
better with you here.

ALF
Do you have any idea what he might 
want?

PAULINE
I’m sure I have some idea, but it 
doesn’t make it any better. We all 
have our secrets. 

ALF
I’m sure.

PAULINE
I read a quote somewhere, “Three 
men may keep a secret, if two of 
them are dead.” 

Pauline casually places her hand on Alf’s.

ALF
It seems sensible.

PAULINE
Sensible, but no fun at all. 
Personally, I make it a point to 
have two or three friends leak all 
of my secrets to our circle. It 
gives them something to talk about. 
I suppose that’s my weakness.

ALF
I can’t imagine what secrets a lady 
such as yourself could possess.

Pauline grins widely. Her hand traces his knuckles; Alf 
suddenly notices her hand is there.

PAULINE
Oh, they would make the hair stand 
up on your neck. But never mind 
that. 

PAULINE (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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What is your weakness, Mr. Boxall? 
Pretty girls? A spot of drink?

ALF
I’ll let you decide that.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - MORNING

Alf wakes up late in the morning. His bed is undisturbed - he 
went to sleep alone. He grumbles and rubs his temples.

Alf pours himself a glass of water.

A newspaper is slipped underneath his door, grabbing Alf’s 
attention. Alf steps over to read it. However, one article on 
the front page has been largely blacked out by a thick 
marker. The non-blackout portions read, “Ice bucket hurry.” 

Alf opens his door to look down the hall. It’s empty. He 
returns to newspaper.

ALF
(reading)

Ice bucket hurry.

He turns to the ice bucket in his room. He examines it, but 
it seems perfectly normal. He picks it up. 

Underneath is a newspaper clipping: “Mangnosons Gone 
Missing.” The article details a father and son gone missing 
near Somerton Beach. The mother reports nearly being run down 
in the road.

Alf finishes his water in one gulp, then picks up the phone.

ALF (CONT’D)
Hello, Detective Brown?

EXT. MANGNOSON HOME - DAY

The detective and Alf stand outside of home very close to the 
beach.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Just a terrible tragedy.

He points to a road which traverses along a sea cliff. 

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
Mrs. Mangnoson reported nearly 
being run down on that road there. 

PAULINE (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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A cream colored vehicle, and the 
driver was masked. He told her to 
‘Keep away from the police or 
else.’ Her husband was 
investigating this Somerton Man 
case himself -- along with every 
stinking amateur in the country.

Brown looks to Alf for support, but Alf gets closer to the 
road, and crouches to look at the ground.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
Thought the man was an old buddy of 
his. Then the calls started coming 
in. Not just to Mrs. Mangnoson, but 
to the mayor and even the secretary 
of the local Progress Association. 
Threatened anyone who stuck their 
nose in the business.

ALF
What leads on the caller?

DETECTIVE BROWN
None. Called from the pay phone 
near the station. We thought it was 
some kind of prank. 

Brown removes his hat and messes with the brim.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
Mr. Mangnoson and his son went 
missing not long after that.

Detective Brown leads Alf down the steep stone stairs to the 
beach.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
Apparently they were outdoors 
types, enjoyed camping and whatnot. 
They disappeared for four days, 
during which we presumed them dead.

Detective Brown stops in front of a particular stretch of 
beach, which has been cordoned off with police tape.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
This was all six months ago, when 
the Unknown Man case was still 
fresh. We found Mr. Mangnoson half 
alive. The son was dead nearby. 
Body in a sack.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
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ALF
And the father?

DETECTIVE BROWN
You have a hell of stomach for 
this. But I supposed you didn’t see 
it -- the stuff that keeps you up 
at night. 

ALF
(distantly)

I know the kind.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Mr. Mangnoson went straight to the 
asylum. Didn’t say much, just 
repeated that the Unknown Man was 
his friend. Carl Tompsen, some old 
woodcutter. But our corpse doesn’t 
look much like a woodcutter. Too 
soft of hands.

Alf leans down to inspect the sand.

ALF
If it were the same murderer, the 
style’s awfully different. The 
first kill was clean. Not grisly or 
last-minute. And the motive -- why 
kill a child, and not a father?

He brushes himself off, and the two trace their way back to 
their car.

DETECTIVE BROWN
I fear we’ll never get the story 
straight. Too much in the public 
eye; it’s really captured their 
imagination.

ALF
Well, something will eventually 
come to light.

DETECTIVE BROWN
We can hope.

INT. PHONE BOOTH - DAY

Alf leans against the glass of a public phone booth on a 
major street. 
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ALF
Susie, it’s me. How is everything 
at home?

SUSIE (V.O.)
Anne Bradley! Why, I haven’t heard 
from you since your wedding.

Susie’s voice is pinched.

ALF
Susie?

SUSIE (V.O.)
Please, you have to tell me all 
about it.

ALF
I don’t--

SUSIE (V.O.)
You’re extending the honeymoon? How 
much longer?

Alf narrows his eyes.

ALF
Someone’s there. You can’t speak.

SUSIE
Of course not, silly!

ALF
Is it Clark? 

SUSIE
Yes, we had a lovely time. 

ALF
What is he—are you both all right?

SUSIE
Of course I’ll give him your best 
regards. If you need anything else, 
you know who to call.

ALF
That bastard. I told him to leave 
you out of this. I’m sorry, Susie. 
I really am -- 
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SUSIE
I know you’ll have a great time. 
The weather out there is supposed 
to be wonderful this time of year. 
Call soon -- bye!

The line dies. Alf holds on to the connection, eyes shut.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - DAY

Stale cigarette smoke hangs above Alf as he works.

Alf has scattered his notes across the bed; the code and a 
copy of The Rubaiyat, newspaper clippings of the Somerton 
case, clippings of the Mangnoson case, a note listing the 
items found in the brown leather case. 

On a pad of paper, Alf has written out the code several 
times. He looks over his notes and writes ‘DIGITALIS?’ in 
large letters.

He holds up the Mangnoson newspaper clipping.

ALF
What did you know?

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL, BAR - EVENING

Alf nurses a drink at the bar. A newspaper is open next to 
him, but he stares through it. 

A Bellman appears with a letter.

BELLMAN
Evening post for you, sir.

ALF
Thank you.

He opens the letter.

ALF (CONT’D)
From Colonel Unger.

UNGER (V.O.)
I was worried about you, so I’ve 
been doing some digging on this 
Clark fellow. It’s bad news. He’s 
got the Australians wrapped around 
his finger, so there’s no help 
there. Lots of rumors about 
American involvement in your case. 

(MORE)
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Possibly nuclear intel. A few 
researchers have gone missing from 
Port Augusta, and half the embassy 
in Canberra is under review. Stay 
under their radar; someone else is 
at work, and you’ll need them to 
know where you are.

Pauline appears behind him.

PAULINE
Deep in thought, Mr. Boxall?

Alf jumps. He folds the letter and puts it away.

ALF
Yes... my business deal isn’t 
working out as I’d like.

PAULINE
What a bore. I always find a little 
exercise helps ease the mind. In 
fact, I was thinking of going for a 
quick swim at Henley Beach - it’s 
unusually warm this evening, don’t 
you think? 

ALF
Do you often swim in winter?

PAULINE
It’s hardly winter here, Mr. 
Boxall. You’ll join me, won’t you?

ALF
Me?

PAULINE
Of course. You’re never a 
disappointment. And you did save me 
last night. 

ALF
All right. But first, have a drink?

EXT. HENLEY BEACH - NIGHT

Alf dives under the waves. He swims in a confident freestyle. 
The dark water washes over him. He pops up from the waves.

ALF
It’s warmer in here than up there, 
I promise!

UNGER (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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Pauline shivers at the water’s edge. 

PAULINE
If you say so!

Pauline toes in, then dives into the breaking waves. She 
swims to meet Alf.

ALF
Not so bad, is it?

PAULINE
No, not once you get used to it.

ALF
You know, you’re really something. 
Like a breath of fresh air.

PAULINE
Come on, race me to the buoy!

Pauline gets a head start in the race. Alf follows, swimming 
his hardest, but Pauline wins. They hold on to the large, 
metal buoy, panting.

PAULINE (CONT’D)
(winded)

I win, there you have it. I should 
have said -- I’m a hell of a good 
swimmer. Have you ever been up on 
one of these?

She climbs up the buoy. Alf follows. There’s just enough 
space for the two of them; their arms touch. 

PAULINE (CONT’D)
The view from here - the lights. It 
makes it seem like all our mistakes 
are washed clean. If you dig deep 
enough - maybe we could really fix 
all we’ve broken... But there I go. 
I’m all sentiments.

Alf turns to watch the city lights.

ALF
It’s not always worth fixing. In my 
experience. All roads lead to the 
same places, no matter how hard you 
try.

PAULINE
Well then... We could break 
something new.
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Pauline wraps her arm around his and leans in for a kiss. Alf 
hesitates. They kiss.

PAULINE (CONT’D)
Race me back to the shore.

She moves to dive in, but he grabs her around the waist. 

ALF
Not just yet.

Alf pushes her back against the metal lattice of the buoy; he 
peels her suit down, tracing his mouth along her stomach. She 
props herself up on the metal frame, her legs around his 
torso.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - DAWN

In the bathroom, Alf lets the hot water pour over him, his 
eyes closed. He rests his head against the tile, and anguish 
overcomes him. He curls down into the shower.

He shaves himself in the mirror. His eyes are red, and he 
studies himself seriously, unflinchingly.

He cuts his neck. Alf throws his shaving cream on the floor. 
He slams the door open, and, still only in his towel, hastily 
throws his belongings into a suitcase on an ottoman.

Pauline stirs.

PAULINE
Leaving already?

ALF
This has all been a terrible 
mistake. I need to be with my 
family. My daughter. Not repeating 
my failures.

PAULINE
Gee, don’t you know how to make a 
girl feel special.

ALF
I didn’t mean--

PAULINE
No, you did. Anyway, I know when 
I’m no longer wanted.

Pauline fishes around for her clothing and gets dressed.
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ALF
I’m sorry.

Pauline pauses by the door.

PAULINE
You know, if you really cared for 
your family, you’d finish what you 
came for. Provide for them. That’s 
your weakness, isn’t it? Follow-
through.

She shuts the door behind her. Alf throws his clothing into 
the case with such force that it slides off the ottoman. The 
contents of the case spill out.

ALF
Damn it.

He reaches up to his cut neck, and blood covers his fingers. 

As Alf scrambles to gather the rest of the case, a photo of 
Jessica slips out of his papers. He picks it up gingerly. A 
drop of blood from his cut neck drips on the picture.

Alf sinks into sitting, curled in anguish around the photo. 
He cries dryly, heaving gasps.

ALF (CONT’D)
How did we get here? How? 

INT. PHONE BOOTH - NIGHT

Pauline drops the coins into the booth’s slot and waits as 
the phone dials.

PAULINE
It’s me.

MAN (V.O.)
What’s news?

PAULINE
He’s trying to leave. 

MAN (V.O.)
The wife and the little girl. Is it 
necessary to detain them?

PAULINE
Not just yet - I’ll draw him back.
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MAN (V.O.)
Keep on him. Pressure him to act 
fast.

PAULINE
He really doesn’t seem cut out for 
it --

MAN (V.O.)
We need proof. I trust you won’t 
let your personal feelings get in 
the way of this.

PAULINE
Of course. He’s investigating the 
Mangnosons right now. I’ll let you 
know if anything changes. 

MAN (V.O.)
Make it sooner rather than later. 
The Americans are crawling up our 
necks about this, not to mention 
the British. 

PAULINE
I’ll try.

MAN (V.O.)
Lead him to her if you have to.

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM

In a bleak, florescent room, the BRITISH SCIENTIST sits alone 
at a table. His lip is busted; he looks like he hasn’t slept 
in days.

Watching from behind a two way mirror, the Man in Black 
stands with his arms folded. Harroway walks next to him.

HARROWAY
You finished the search?

MAN IN BLACK
(with an American accent)

Nothing. 

HARROWAY
You’re sure.

MAN IN BLACK
He lives like a monk; there’s no 
mistaking it.
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HARROWAY
Then the accomplice was someone 
outside the facility. We’ve got the 
wrong man.

MAN IN BLACK
There have been rumors of testing 
near China, but no confirmation of 
capacity.

HARROWAY
Let’s just hope this hasn’t gotten 
that far.

EXT. TRAIN STATION, ADELAIDE - DAY

Alf purchases a ticket from the window. He checks his watch, 
and wanders down the street.

INT. BOOKSTORE - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Alf walks into a nearby crowded bookshop. He carries his 
packed suitcase and browses the shelves. An elderly BOOKSHOP 
WORKER appears.

BOOKSHOP WORKER
Good morning. Looking for anything 
in particular?

ALF
Just something to read on the 
train.

BOOKSHOP WORKER
Our pocket editions are all on this 
shelf up front. Find me if you have 
any questions.

The worker leaves Alf to browse the paperbacks. He idly 
examines a few of them before replacing them on the shelf and 
wandering back through the store.

BOOKSHOP WORKER (CONT’D)
Find what you were looking for?

ALF
I just remembered, there’s specific 
edition I’m looking for. The 
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, by 
Whitcombe and Tombs, first edition.
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BOOKSHOP WORKER
We just received a big order of The 
Rubaiyat. Very popular these days. 
I’ll see if I can find it. In the 
meantime, I think I have just the 
right book for you.

The worker leads Alf to a back shelf.

BOOKSHOP WORKER (CONT’D)
Cryptanalysis by Gaines. We have 
special on the pair. I’ll be right 
back.

Left alone, Alf flips through the book on code-breaking. He 
stops on a page about one-time pad encryptions.

The worker returns quickly.

BOOKSHOP WORKER (CONT’D)
Whitcombe and Tombs, you said?

ALF
Yes.

BOOKSHOP WORKER
Funny. It’s not in the catalogue at 
all. Perhaps they don’t print it. 
Could I get you another edition?

ALF
No. I suppose I will take this.

Alf holds up Cryptanalysis.

BOOKSHOP WORKER
I tried my hand at it myself. Bunch 
of gibberish, but it sure has 
helped sales.

ALF
There are that many people trying 
to crack the code?

The worker goes about checking Alf out. Alf hands him a few 
coins.

BOOKSHOP WORKER
It’s hard to keep it on the shelves 
these days. I think the whole thing 
stinks of foul play, especially 
with that the death of that 
Singapore man with the book.
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ALF
A Singapore man?

BOOKSHOP WORKER
Most people wouldn’t think of it, 
but I’m a literature man, myself. 
It was gruesome suicide in Sydney, 
and he circled one of the verses. 
Number 23, was it? Stranger still, 
after the inquest, one of the women 
who testified was found face-down 
in the tub, throat slit.

ALF
Really. And how did he die?

BOOKSHOP WORKER
Man poisoned himself. Barbituric 
acid, as I recall. Nasty bit of 
business. They found him out by one 
of the gardens - Clifton, something 
like that. It was all in the 
papers.

ALF
Clifton Gardens? The hotel in 
Sydney?

BOOKSHOP WORKER
Yes, something like that. Clifton 
Gardens. It was a few years back. 
Summer, 1945? Or ‘46.

ALF
The same summer that Jestyn and 
I... This man - do you remember his 
name?

BOOKSHOP WORKER
‘Course I do. A Mr. Marshall. You 
can ask the police all about it, I 
did tell them to look into the 
mess.

Alf rushes out of the store.

He rushes back in.

ALF
Could I just have a peek at your 
catalogue? 
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EXT. BOOKSTORE - DAY

Alf hails a taxi.

ALF
(to the driver)

The police station.

He rummages through his case, and pulls his out his copy of 
The Rubaiyat. He reads verse 23 under his breath.

ALF (CONT’D)
‘Ah make the most of what we yet 
may spend, / before we too, into 
the dust descent: / Dust under 
dust, and under dust to lie, / Sans 
wine, sans song, sans singer and 
sans end.’ 

INT. POLICE STATION, BROWN’S OFFICE

Brown types on a typewriter, a cigarette hanging between his 
lips. There’s a knock at the door.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Come in.

Alf comes forward.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT’D)
Mr. Boxall. Going somewhere?

Alf becomes aware of the suitcase he’s carrying.

ALF
Not just yet. I had a few more 
questions.

DETECTIVE BROWN
Take a seat. Is it about the 
Magnosons?

ALF
No, I’d hoped you could fill me in 
on another case. The Marshall case.

Detective Brown types intermittently throughout the 
conversation.

DETECTIVE BROWN
The suicide in Sydney? That’s a 
closed book. 

(MORE)
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That’s the problem with you 
armchair detectives - you don’t 
know how to separate the wheat from 
the chaff, as it were.

ALF
Sir.

Brown folds his arms, but acquiesces. 

DETECTIVE BROWN
Very well. Yes, we had a call about 
it. But I wouldn’t read much into 
it. 

ALF
Where was the body found?

DETECTIVE BROWN
Ashton Park, Sydney.

ALF
Ashton Park. You’re certain?

DETECTIVE BROWN
Yes. Right next to Clifton Gardens, 
isn’t it? Funny coincidence.

ALF
I see. And what about Jess-- Mrs. 
Thomson?

DETECTIVE BROWN
What about her?

ALF
Has she seen the body?

DETECTIVE BROWN
Yes, of course. She said it was 
you.

ALF
Right. 

DETECTIVE BROWN
I wouldn’t bother the poor woman. 
She’s devastated at having been 
involved at all. Mrs. Mangnoson, 
though. There’s something she’s 
hiding. Professional instinct.

DETECTIVE BROWN (CONT'D)
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INT. STRATHMORE  - DAY

Alf walks in with his case, where he is greeted by the FRONT 
DESK CLERK.

FRONT DESK CLERK
Welcome back, Mr. Boxall. I hope 
you didn’t miss your train.

ALF
Yes, on purpose. I’ve decided to 
stay on a bit longer.

FRONT DESK CLERK
We’re happy to have you, sir. 

ALF
Listen, could I use the phone?

FRONT DESK CLERK
Certainly. I’ll send up your bag. 
Room 15?

ALF
Yes.

The front desk clerk places the phone on the counter for 
Alf’s use and busies himself elsewhere. 

Alf pulls out Clark’s card and dials.

CLARK (V.O.)
Clark.

ALF
Last time we talked, you asked me a 
strange question.

CLARK (V.O.)
Ah, Lieutenant Boxall. Glad to hear 
from you.

ALF
‘What kind of world are you 
building?’ you asked me. I think 
I’ve got your answer.

CLARK (V.O.)
And what is that?

Alf drops his voice, puts a hand up to the receiver.
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ALF
A world where you piss off and 
leave me alone.

Clark chuckles.

CLARK (V.O.)
There’s --

ALF
(interrupting)

-- I’m not finished. I’m on your 
side. I’ll get you what you’re 
looking for, as best as I can. But 
I’ll need cooperation. I will not 
be your pawn.

CLARK
So you’re offering --

ALF
An olive branch. Stop hiding vital 
information from me. And then - 
when it’s all said and done - 
you’ll never bother me again.

CLARK
We aren’t -- 

ALF
While you’re at it, stop taking me 
for a fool. I can and I will do 
whatever it takes to protect my 
family. 

There’s a long pause on Clark’s side of the line. Papers 
rustle.

CLARK
Very well then. Expect a delivery 
to your room. Everything you could 
want to know about the Marshall 
case. I assume that’s all you need?

ALF
And what will it take? For you to 
clear me of this mess?

CLARK
You know what I want. Answers. I 
should mention: we’re missing 
intel. Blueprints. If it’s not you, 
then I suggest you find who it is.
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ALF
What choice do I have?

CLARK
One more thing: whatever you find, 
bring it to me before the police. 
And be warned: if you try to leave 
again before this is finished, we 
will incarcerate the whole of your 
family before you can board the 
train.

ALF
How--

CLARK
Eyes everywhere, Boxall. Room 
number?

Alf looks at his key, which is numbered fifteen.

ALF
Ask one of your eyes.

Alf hangs up, straightens his tie, and goes upstairs.

INT. OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Clark hangs up the phone, bemused. He walks through the door 
into another room, a room filled with desks. Harroway sits at 
one desk, listening to his recorder and typing on a 
typewriter.

CLARK
I have something new for you. It’s 
a gut feeling.

HARROWAY
You think it’s Boxall?

CLARK
No. He’s something of an old guard; 
a black and white kind of guy. He 
told me to piss off a moment ago.

Harroway tries not to smile.

HARROWAY
Funny how that works.

CLARK
They’ll be worse off if he doesn’t 
find those blueprints. 

(MORE)
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We’ll all be. I wouldn’t do it if I 
didn’t know he was holding back.

EXT. MANGNOSON HOME - AFTERNOON

Alf exits a taxi and approaches the house.

INT. MANGNOSON HOME - AFTERNOON

MRS. MANGNOSON, a large and blonde woman in middle age, sets 
a steaming cup of tea on the coffee table before her. 

ALF
I’m sorry to bother you with more 
questions, Mrs. Mangnoson.

MRS. MANGNOSON
My son and my husband are now gone. 
It’s a lonely way to live - I’m 
just happy for the company.

ALF
What do you make of all this?

MRS. MANGNOSON
If there is any truth in it, in the 
dead man being Carl Thompsen, a man 
my husband worked with nearly a 
decade back - it still makes no 
sense. Such cruelty.

ALF
Is your husband’s recovery coming 
along? 

MRS. MANGNOSON
I’m not sure there is any recovery 
from losing a child. But - yes, as 
well as can be hoped. I should have 
known going into it. 

ALF
I’m afraid I don’t know what you 
mean.

MRS. MANGNOSON
Why, Keith’s mental health. His 
mother mentioned it to me before 
the wedding, told me all about the 
broken engagement from the years 
before. Of course I didn’t listen. 

CLARK (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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The police have told you about the 
previous incident? 

ALF
No, not at all.

MRS. MANGNOSON
It was a decade ago. He was working 
out in Maggea, clearing the bush 
when --

She snaps.

MRS. MANGNOSON (CONT’D)
-- he disappeared. Just like that. 
It was several days later they 
found him, half-dead and raving mad 
in a horse trough. The search party 
came just in time - the thirst 
almost got him.

Mrs. Mangnoson is suddenly overcome with emotion.

MRS. MANGNOSON (CONT’D)
It’s horrible to think it - to even 
suspect - 

ALF
You can’t suspect your husband in 
all this?

MRS. MANGNOSON
I hate to admit it, I do - but I’m 
not sure I want him back. Six 
months he’s been in the asylum. But 
that’s the terrible truth of it. 
Some of us, no matter how hard we 
try -- we don’t change. We have to 
accept that as best we can.

ALF
I’m sorry to have brought this all 
up again, Mrs. Mangnoson. 

MRS. MANGNOSON
Yes... but I suppose you can only 
avoid the truth for so long.

EXT. MANGNOSON HOME - DAY

The wind blows fiercely. Alf shields his lighter from the 
wind, trying to coax the fire onto his cigarette. He looks 
over the cliffs and down to the beach.

MRS. MANGNOSON (CONT'D)
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Alf takes a long, slow drag, and watches the waves. Before 
turning away from the cliffs, he stamps his cigarette, half-
smoked, out with his heel.

EXT. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM - DAY

Alf marches up to a large, French-style building through a 
garden walk. Paul Lawson comes down the walk in the opposite 
direction.

ALF
Just the man I wanted to see.

PAUL LAWSON
I hope you’re here to take a look 
at the bust. I thought I’d grab 
some fresh air.

ALF
Yes, I meant to come earlier. Just 
got tied up in it all.

PAUL LAWSON
It’s a damnable mess, isn’t it? I 
sure don’t envy the police in times 
like these.

Alf and Paul enter the museum.

INT. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM - PAUL’S OFFICE

Paul unlocks the door to a dingy, windowless room, and flicks 
on the lights. The inside is a mess of plaster molds, books, 
papers, sheets.

PAUL LAWSON
Mind the mess. If I had a window, 
the smell wouldn’t be quite so 
strong.

ALF
Is that formaldehyde?

He covers his nose with a handkerchief.

PAUL LAWSON
In some cases, such as when casting 
a corpse long after the fact, the 
body’s already been embalmed. Here 
he is, then.
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Paul clears a path towards a bust sitting on a table, covered 
in a sheet. He slides the sheet off; the dust spirals into 
the air.

Alf is impassive.

PAUL LAWSON (CONT’D)
Anything?

ALF
No, same as the photographs. Nobody 
I recognize.

PAUL LAWSON
I feared as much.

ALF
Look here, I was hoping to ask you 
a few questions.

PAUL LAWSON
Playing detective? Go on, then.

ALF
It’s about Jessica Thomson.

PAUL LAWSON
The nurse. 

ALF
Jessica saw this bust. As the 
police have it, she identified it 
as me.

PAUL LAWSON
Yes, she came in just after I made 
it. A strange reaction indeed... 
She looked quite about to faint, if 
I’m being honest. She said she 
couldn’t be sure of the man. Then, 
after a moment, she said she had 
given you the book and thought it 
could be you. 

Alf examines the bust closely: the large ears, the high 
hairline.

ALF
Odd, don’t you think?

PAUL LAWSON
Yes, she acted very odd. I worried 
she’d fall into hysterics. 

(MORE)
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You know how women are about their 
old sweethearts.

ALF
(shortly)

We were just friends. Former 
friends. Funny, how we try to get 
away from the past. It has a way of 
catching up anyway.

PAUL LAWSON
Well, the loss of a friend is no 
small thing.

ALF
That’s what’s odd - just look at 
him. I read his hair was ginger, 
isn’t that right?

Paul looks between Alf and the bust, suddenly realizing: 
Alf’s completely right.

PAUL LAWSON
I say - he looks nothing at all 
like you.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - EVENING

Alf walks in. Pauline is sitting in an armchair.

PAULINE
You’re back.

ALF
Yes. How’d you get in here?

Pauline shrugs.

PAULINE
The door was unlocked. You ought to 
be more careful.

Alf stands by the door, holding it open.

PAULINE (CONT’D)
Please, let’s not be strange with 
one another. I just... I wanted to 
see you.

Alf closes the door behind him.

PAUL LAWSON (CONT'D)
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PAULINE (CONT’D)
It doesn’t have to be anything... I 
only hope to keep your friendship. 
It’s awfully lonely staying by 
yourself, you know.

ALF
You really are something. 

He closes the space between them.

PAULINE
I’ll take that as a compliment. 
Better something than nothing, I 
always say.

He grabs her wrist, tightly, perhaps too tightly. 

PAULINE (CONT’D)
Alf--

ALF
No. There’s no point in hiding it.

A moment of panic crosses Pauline’s face.

ALF (CONT’D)
You can’t run away from yourself, 
can you?

Alf kisses her neck, gently now, and his hand slides up her 
dress. She rocks against him. His hand slides up her thigh, 
where she has a gun tucked into her garter.

She stops his hand before it reaches the top of her garter.

PAULINE
I won’t be another mistake. You 
have to be sure.

He buries his face into her neck.

ALF
I am what I am.

Pauline quietly removes the gun and slides it under her chair 
with a foot while they make out.

She pushes him onto the ground and climbs on top of him. He 
turns his head and sees the gun.

He opens his mouth to speak; she puts her mouth on his and 
unbuttons his pants.
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INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - MORNING

The dawn has just peaked through the curtains; Pauline sleeps 
soundly in the tangled sheets. Alf steps out of the bathroom, 
freshly showered. He seems calm, drastically unlike their 
last morning after.

Alf puts on a dark, pressed suit, and combs his hair at the 
mirror.

Pauline stirs. 

PAULINE
Awake already?

ALF
I have business this morning. The 
sooner I get to it, the better.

PAULINE
How very mysterious. Are you 
keeping secrets, Mr. Boxall?

Alf works on his tie, and leans over her, his face close to 
hers.

ALF
Who isn’t?

He kisses her and leaves. Pauline sits up, her fingers to her 
lips. 

PAULINE
(to herself)

You learn quickly.

EXT. MOSELEY SQUARE - MORNING

Alf steps off of the maroon and yellow Glenelg Tram and into 
a square marked by several cafes. In one corner, the Glenelg 
Town Hall towers over a few swaying palm trees.

He takes a seat outside and orders a coffee. The waiter sets 
down the cup and hands Alf a folded newspaper.

There’s something bulging in the paper. Alf unfolds it to 
find a large envelope. Scrawled on the outside are the words, 
‘How’s this for eyes?’

Alf snickers. He looks up and around, but there’s nobody out 
of the ordinary on the placid square.
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He lays down the paper, slides the packet out, and quickly 
inspects its contents in his lap. 

Most of the contents appear to be inquest and police reports; 
there are, however, two photos of a man: GEORGE MARSHALL, 
30s, of a darker Eurasian complexion. One is a portrait of 
the man alive, young, respectable-looking. The other is a 
photo of the scene as he was found on the day of his death: 
lying on a rock, a book on his chest, his clothes disheveled, 
vomit congealed around him.

Folded up in the reports is a revolver.

Alf glances at the photos. He sighs and folds the whole 
packet into his coat pocket. He places the gun into his 
trouser pocket. He polishes off his coffee before walking 
down the street.

EXT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - MORNING

Newspaper tucked under his arm, Alf fits seamlessly into the 
quiet, suburban life of Moseley Street. He strolls past the 
manicured lawns of new homes as housewives go out to pick up 
the morning’s news. He comes to a stop at one of the houses 
and makes his way to the door.

Alf pauses before the door, his hand hovering over the 
knocker. He shuts his eyes, and -

INT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - FLASHBACK

We see a flash of all things Jessica: her skirt, the book, 
their dinner, her wrist, a heel on the floor. Then - 

EXT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - MORNING

A deep breath. Alf knocks. 

The door is opened by Robin, the toddler seen with Jessica at 
the Adelaide Police Station.

ROBIN
Hello Mister.

ALF
(faltering)

Hello.

ROBIN
Mama’s busy.

Robin hangs by the door. Alf stares.
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JESSICA (O.S.)
Robin? Did you answer the door?

Her heels click across the floor, unhurried. Robin giggles. 
And then she’s there, not looking a day older, the gorgeous 
Sydney nurse of Alf’s memory. She pushes Robin behind her 
and, for a moment, they stare at each other as if at ghosts.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
It’s you.

ALF
I never thought I’d see you again. 
I tried not to.

JESSICA
But here we are.

ALF
You have a son.

JESSICA
(looking around him)

Are you alone?

ALF
Yes.

JESSICA
Don’t just stand there.

Alf looks at her as if he could kiss her. She looks at him as 
if she may punch him. Neither dares to move.

ALF
(quietly)

When did - Jestyn, you’re a mother.

JESSICA
Yes. Robin, say hello.

ROBIN
Hello, my name is Robin.

ALF
Nice to meet you, Robin. I’m Alf. 
How old are you?

ROBIN
Three and a half.

Jessica softens towards her son.
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JESSICA
Very good. Now will you go play in 
your room? Mama has to talk with 
this man.

Robin nods and runs off. Jessica returns to seriousness.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
(to Alf)

Nobody calls me Jestyn anymore.

ALF
Three and a half. How long ago was 
it --

JESSICA
Why are you here?

ALF
Your son reminds me of my daughter 
at that age. You remember her. Just 
a baby back then. 

Jessica smiles sadly.

JESSICA
Bonnie.

ALF
When was the last time I saw you?

Her gaze falls, refusing to meet his.

ALF (CONT’D)
(softly)

When?

JESSICA
You know the answer to that. You 
have no idea - you never did know - 

ALF
(raising his voice)

You dragged me into this. You knew 
I’d come here. I always have. I 
always will, you know that? I could 
never choose between you two. 
You’re the only ones that matter.

JESSICA
You made a decision. She needs a 
father.
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ALF
You made it for me.

A dog barks, and Alf remembers himself.

ALF (CONT’D)
(quieter)

That book, the identification of 
that plaster bust. The police may 
have missed it, but you and I both 
know.

Alf steps into the house, shuts the door behind him.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - CONTINUOUS

ALF (CONT’D)
You could never mistake that man 
for me.

JESSICA
Four years since you came in from 
port. But things have changed, Alf. 
I’ll be married soon. 

ALF
You told the police you already 
were.

Jessica shrugs, walks to the table, and pours herself a 
drink.

JESSICA
And you told them we were just 
friends. I read the papers. Prosper 
and I have an understanding, you 
know. We make it work; he splits 
his time between here and his 
wife’s. 

ALF
You’re a goddamned liar. I guess 
you always were.

JESSICA
Do you remember our dinner at 
Clifton? My heel broke on the 
stairs. You said to me - in the 
lift, under your breath - you said 
life’s too short to pretend. I 
almost believed it. I need--
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ALF
(interrupting)

Is he mine? Is that what you’re not 
telling me? I need to know. I have 
a family to think of. 

JESSICA
And I don’t? Where did it all get 
you? Not pretending. Does your wife 
know? All of it?

She scoffs.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
Of course she doesn’t. If I’m a 
liar, you’re a bad one, Alfie. You 
always were. I figured even your 
cold fish of a wife would have seen 
through the farce by now. It’s a 
shame you can’t love her like you 
love me.  

Alf comes close, too close, as if to hit her. He stares her 
down.

ALF
At least she’s a good woman. I’ll 
find whatever it is you’re hiding. 
Poor kid. Better an orphan than the 
son of a whore.

Jessica turns, quickly, and smacks him across the face with a 
revolver she’s pulled from a drawer. 

He stumbles back and freezes. 

She holds the gun, her hand steady.

JESSICA
Get the fuck out of my house.

Alf walks to the door. He pauses.

ALF
It didn’t have to be this way. “I 
swore - but was I sober when I 
swore?”

She looks down, lowers the gun.

JESSICA
That isn’t why I brought you here.
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She looks up; Alf is gone, the door still open. Jessica slams 
the gun back into the drawer.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - NIGHT

Robin plays with a toy car on the floor. A pair of heeled 
feet step by him; a hand reaches down to ruffle his hair. The 
woman continues into the back yard, where Jessica smokes on 
the porch. Her eyes are puffy and red - she’s been crying.

JESSICA
You’re back.

Pauline takes a seat on the wrought iron furniture nearby.

PAULINE
It’s a nice night.

JESSICA
I’ve had better.

PAULINE
Unfortunately, I don’t have the 
news you want yet. Your 
investigation is ongoing. 

JESSICA
You mean you’ll keep searching for 
evidence until I’m in the grave. 
I’m not under any pretensions; 
Australia is done with me. 

PAULINE
It isn’t easy to restore trust. And 
your cooperation hasn’t--

JESSICA
I’ve cooperated through all of 
ASIO’s tests and questions. You may 
as well let them know. I’m tired. 
I’ll hand in my resignation if 
that’s what you want.

There’s a knock on the back porch. PROSPER THOMSON, 30s, 
sticks half his body outside the door.

PROSPER THOMSON
Jessica, is someone here? There’s a 
car --
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JESSICA
Prosper, have you met Ms. Pauline 
Forsythe? This is my fiancee, 
Prosper Thomson.

PROSPER THOMSON
Evening. I just got off work. I’ll 
leave you two ladies to it, then.

Prosper leaves the door open and wanders back into the house.

JESSICA
(quietly)

This isn’t the best time.

PAULINE
(dropping her voice)

I’m not your enemy, here. You’re 
good at your job, and we need that.

Pauline gets up to leave.

JESSICA
If you were in my position, you’d 
understand.

PAULINE
I understand plenty. I met your 
friend, by the way. Mr. Boxall.

JESSICA
(neutrally)

Is that so?

PAULINE
I like him. We’ll continue this 
conversation later. Good night.

EXT. SOMERTON BEACH - DAY

Alf talks inside of a telephone booth near the shore. Behind 
him, the beach is sparsely populated - a few horseback 
riders, a pickup game of rugby, but no swimmers.

ALF
Please, Susie, I’m doing everything 
I can. I’m sorry.

He holds the phone away from his ear; yelling comes over the 
line.
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ALF (CONT’D)
Soon. I’m sorry; I am. I’m tired, 
Susie. I’ve tried... Why do you 
insist on bringing it up? What do 
you want me to do?

Alf hangs up, displeased. He runs a hand through his hair, 
and bumps into Pauline.

PAULINE
Well if it isn’t Mr. Boxall. 
Thinking of going for a swim?

ALF
Not today, I think.

PAULINE
I opted for a walk today, myself. 
Care to join me? I thought I might 
head further into town.

ALF
Maybe another time.

PAULINE
Tonight, then. We’ll eat dinner. 
You can’t say no. I’ll positively 
die of boredom.

ALF
If you’d like.

PAULINE
I’d like nothing more. Seven 
o’clock, and try to be on time.

ALF
Seven, then.

Pauline takes her leave, wandering away from the shore. Alf 
strolls to the end of the pier.

INT. CRIPPLED CHILDREN’S HOME - SOMERTON BEACH - DAY

A middle-aged SOVIET, a very tall and stocky man, takes a 
swig from a flask. In an empty infirmary, he lugs a heavy 
duffel bag onto the ground. He unzips it, revealing the 
barrel of a sniper rifle. 

He places the flask in the duffel bag and sets up position by 
the window.
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EXT. SOMERTON BEACH PIER - DAY

A SCRUFFY MAN, middle-aged and unkempt, follows Alf. He hangs 
around the end of the pier, then starts to head to the shore. 
He stops, clears his throat, and pretends to pick up a scrap 
of paper, and hands it out to Alf.

SCRUFFY MAN
You dropped this, mate.

Alf takes it automatically. The man leaves. The crumpled 
scrap reads, ‘Leave Somerton, if you value your life.’

Alf runs after the man on the pier. He tackles him.

ALF
Who are you?

SCRUFFY MAN
Get off!

ALF
Who are you working for?

They tussle - roll - Alf gets on top and secures the man’s 
arms behind his back.

ALF (CONT’D)
The Americans? The Soviets?

SCRUFFY MAN
Let go - I’ll tell you - honest! A 
foreign man gave it to me, on the 
pier. Pointed you out and gave me 5 
dollars to do that little act, 
didn’t he?

Before the man has finished talking, Alf looks up, back at 
the shore. A few strollers dot the beachwalk. 

The man writhes underneath Alf. Alf lets him go.

A gunshot rings out; a whiz flies past Alf’s cheek and plops 
into the water.

Alf takes off at a run down the pier. He weaves through the 
crowd, a couple with a stroller - and then he’s in the clear: 
a free sprint towards shore. 
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INT. CRIPPLED CHILDREN’S HOME - SOMERTON BEACH - DAY

The Soviet hastily takes apart a sniper rifle’s tripod in an 
empty infirmary in the Crippled Children’s Home. He crouches 
near the window, just out of sight from below. 

A CHILDREN’S NURSE walks past the door; the privacy glass 
obscures her into a murky outline. She pauses by the door, 
seeming to look inside. 

The Soviet freezes, the gun hovering in his hands. He shifts 
in his boots, knocking over a bullet shell. It clinks across 
the floor.

The nurse wavers. She continues on.

SOVIET
(in Russian)

Piece of shit!

He grabs the bullet and pockets it.

EXT. CRIPPLED CHILDREN’S HOME - SOMERTON BEACH - CONTINUOUS

Alf scans the boardwalk and sitting areas for his attacker. 
He turns in a circle, from the boardwalk to the pier. He 
stops, facing the Children’s Home.

The top of the Soviet’s head comes into view in the Infirmary 
Window. The Soviet shimmies the window shut. Alf spots the 
sun reflecting off the glass.

He runs inside.

INT. CRIPPLED CHILDREN’S HOME - SOMERTON BEACH - CONTINUOUS

The Soviet puts the now-folded up rifle into a duffel bag, 
switching it out for a pistol. He screws a long, metallic 
suppressor to the front of this pistol, and kicks the duffel 
bag underneath one of the beds in the infirmary.

INT. CRIPPLED CHILDREN’S HOME - SOMERTON BEACH - CONTINUOUS

Downstairs, Alf pulls his gun from inside his coat. He holds 
it down at his side. He sneaks past the station at the front 
of the home, and down a hallway. 

He looks in through the doors: a cafeteria, a series of 
schoolrooms filled with children in class. He makes his way 
to the stairwell.
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The Soviet, upstairs, stalks down the hallway towards the 
staircase. A passing nurse steps out into the hallway and 
freezes at the sight of him. 

He points the gun at her, one finger to his lips. 

She nods. He fires, and she falls in a heap.

In the staircase, Alf hears the gunshot. He hurries upstairs 
before pausing at the door. He checks the tiny window on the 
door - in the empty hall, he sees a door pulled shut.

Alf enters the floor, gun trained ahead. He spots the dead 
nurse and continues toward the room. He crouches to avoid the 
windows.

He turns the knob silently, then busts into the room. 

Iron lungs form an aisle, the heads of children poking out 
from their hulking frames. A nurse, chart in hand, observes 
one of the children. She turns, panic clear on her face. She 
points down the hall.

Alf turns back to the hallway. The Soviet’s gun peeks around 
the corner and fires. It misses by an inch, the tile 
exploding beside Alf.

Alf ducks behind the open door. He waits, his gun cocked. He 
peeks out but sees nothing.

He pursues the Soviet, pausing around the corner. But he 
finds only a dead end: closed elevator doors. The elevator is 
moving downstairs. Alf runs back down the hall, and down the 
stairs. 

The Soviet rounds the corner. He aims at Alf.

A bell rings. Children in various types of corrective 
equipment - frames, chairs, crutches - file into the halls, 
chatting.

Alf stands still in the stream of people, his gun hidden at 
his side.

The Soviet can’t get a clear shot on Alf. He fires a single 
shot at the sprinklers above. Water sprays from the ceiling. 
Someone screams. The children take cover as best they can. 
They fall to the floor. Someone’s crying.

Alf aims forward. He can’t single out the Soviet from the 
jumble of bodies. He traces closer, weaving between crutches 
and kids.
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The Soviet pops up. He fires, several times. Alf fires a 
millisecond later. 

The Soviet ducks behind a gurney. Alf falls to the ground.

The Soviet checks himself. No blood - but a bullet has grazed 
his jacket. His clip is empty. He checks the hall - Alf’s 
still down - jumps on the gurney and over a few kids. He 
rushes to the exit.

Alf lies face down on the tile floor. The water pools around 
him, tinged red from his blood. He clutches his chest.

EXT. ADELAIDE RAIL STATION - DAY

A pair of shoes - feminine - alight from a train, followed by 
the feet of child.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL - CONTINUOUS

Pauline makes to walk out the front door. She passes Susie 
and Bonnie as they enter.

SUSIE
Boxall. My husband has already 
checked in.

FRONT DESK CLERK
Yes, room 15.

The clerk turns to locate the key. He hands it to her.

INT. HOSPITAL - DAY

Agent Clark stops to buy flowers from a stand inside the 
hospital lobby. He makes his way upstairs with a small 
bouquet of daisies.

Clark finds Alf bandaged up and lying on a narrow hospital 
bed. He makes sure the nurses have left, then takes a seat.

ALF
Not you again.

AGENT CLARK
Come now. I brought flowers.

He places the flowers on a side table.

ALF
They tried to kill me.
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AGENT CLARK
And luckily for us, they ran away 
before finishing the job. Too many 
witnesses.

ALF
The bullet just missed my lung. But 
I should survive to see another 
day.

AGENT CLARK
And your progress on the case?

ALF
Look here, Clark. I won’t hear any 
more of this. I’m finished with the 
whole damnable business. I have a 
family to provide for. I’ll be dead 
before I can prove my loyalty to 
you people.

Clark removes his gloves, settling into the room.

AGENT CLARK
Why do you think they shot at you?

ALF
You’re not listening. This is not 
what I agreed to. It’s different 
now. I tried.

AGENT CLARK
There’s no good way to say it. We 
didn’t anticipate the danger 
involved with this. 

ALF
Like hell you didn’t.

AGENT CLARK
Now, hear me out, Alf. This is 
good. It means you got too close. 
You were on to something. You have 
to use their ignorance against them 
- use what they think you know.

ALF
And who is they?

AGENT CLARK
The Americans, the Soviets, the 
Australians... plenty of players in 
the game, and everyone wants to 
win. 
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ALF
Our Allies? There’s no need to be 
obscure. Who shot me? You know.

AGENT CLARK
It’s best to suspect everyone. 
Alliances are useful, but in the 
end, we always fight for ourselves. 

ALF
Fine, don’t tell me. I won’t do it 
anymore.

Clark looks out the window.

AGENT CLARK
I suppose it won’t hurt to say. The 
bullet was of Russian make.It’s 
difficult to know who to trust. 
There are already agents dying out 
there.

Clark picks up the warning note from the side table and reads 
it.

ALF
I can’t see the point of it all. He 
was just a corpse on the beach.

AGENT CLARK
If that were true, we wouldn’t be 
here. 

Clark pockets the note.

AGENT CLARK (CONT’D)
Sorry, Alf. They know your name, 
your face. There is no leaving this 
now. Get some rest, and we’ll 
discuss it in the morning. We’ll 
post someone by the door, just in 
case.

As he leaves, Susie enters the room, Bonnie following behind. 
Clark tips his hat.

AGENT CLARK (CONT’D)
Mrs. Boxall.

Susie hurries to Alf’s side.

SUSIE
Oh, Alfred. What have you done?
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She inspects the gunshot wound before sliding her hand under 
his and taking a seat. Bonnie stands terrified at the end of 
the bed.

BONNIE
Is daddy going to die?

ALF
Not this time, my sweet girl.

SUSIE
Daddy had to fight the bad guys to 
protect us.

BONNIE
Like the ones that park on the 
street?

Alf casts a sidelong glance at Susie.

SUSIE
A little like those. Come say hello 
to your father.

Bonnie totters closer. Alf strokes her hair.

ALF
(to Susie)

You should have told me.

SUSIE
(somewhat frantically)

Didn’t I mention it? I suppose I’ve 
been angry with you. After our last 
conversation-- 

She regains her composure.

They told me you’d tripped, you 
know. Fallen down the stairs.

Alf laughs sheepishly at this.

ALF
Bonnie, could you fetch your mother 
some water from the hall?

Bonnie goes to do so.

SUSIE
I’m not stupid. We’ve had our 
secrets from one another, that’s 
clear. I know very well where I 
stand in this. 
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ALF
Susie, I --

She pulls a tissue from her purse, dabs at the corners of her 
eyes.

SUSIE
No. Let me speak frankly. When you 
enlisted, even at your age, I 
supported it. I thought it would 
put an end to the affair, to all 
the talk. I stood beside you when 
it didn’t. There have been times... 
Times when I didn’t think I could 
stand it. You’re a terrible liar. 
But I love our daughter. I have 
fought for her, to build a home for 
her. I am angry. 

ALF
I’m sorry.

SUSIE
I know I don’t make it easy for 
you. I don’t expect you to love me 
anymore; I suppose we haven’t done 
that for a long time. But whatever 
all this is, fix it. For all our 
sakes.

He squeezes her hand.

SUSIE (CONT’D)
Don’t apologize. Fix it. Stay alive 
and fix it.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL - NIGHT

Pauline, sitting at a vanity, carefully applies lipstick. She 
is dressed for a formal dinner - she musses her hair and 
grabs her clutch before leaving.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL, BAR - LATER

Pauline smokes alone at the bar, her drink forgotten. She 
glances at her watch: it’s now half past seven.

Pauline takes the last swig of her drink and punches out the 
cigarette. She smooths out her dress before making her way 
upstairs.
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She stands before Alf’s room, number 15. She lets herself in 
with a key.

PAULINE
I hope you didn’t forget our dinner 
plans tonight--

Susie sits on the floor with Bonnie, playing with a doll. She 
looks up to see Pauline in full: young, athletic, gorgeously 
dressed. 

SUSIE
Hello. Oh. Of course.

PAULINE
Excuse me! I’m so sorry - they must 
have given me the wrong key.

SUSIE
He’s in the hospital.

PAULINE
I must have the wrong room.

 SUSIE
If you haven’t heard. He’s been 
shot. Alfred. I’m his wife. I 
assume you’re...

PAULINE
Pardon me.

Pauline retreats to the hall and pulls the door shut behind 
her. She breathes in, out, her head against the wall.

PAULINE (CONT’D)
(to herself)

Shit.

She makes her way down the hall.

EXT. CINEMA - NIGHT

It’s raining. Pauline opens a large umbrella as she steps out 
of a taxi. She approaches the neon lights of the theatre, its 
art deco facade looming high above.

She walks through the main doors.
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INT. CINEMA - CONTINUOUS

The rich, red interior of the theatre has a few employees 
milling around. Pauline enters an unmarked door off the main 
lobby. She continues down a pallid green hall, which ends in 
an elevator. She pulls the grate shut and hits a combination 
of buttons. The elevator sinks into the ground.

Pauline steps out into a large, florescent room lined with 
desks, papers, phones, and recording equipment - AISO 
Headquarters. A few secretaries, all women, listen to phones.

Pauline knocks on a door.

VOICE (O.S.)
Come in.

Pauline lets herself in.

PAULINE
He’s been shot. It must have been 
this afternoon.

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

A NURSE enters the room where Alf is sleeping. She shakes him 
awake.

NURSE
There’s a call for you, Mr. Boxall. 
It’s... quite urgent.

Alf gets up.

INT. AISO HEADQUARTERS

Pauline dials a number. She waits as the phone rings.

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

The nurse walks stiffly ahead of him. Alf spots the shadow of 
a man outside the glass, the shape of a pistol in one hand. 
Through the cracked open door, he sees the man who was posted 
as his guard. A bullet wound drips blood from his temple.

The nurse walks through the door. Alf hangs back. He slams 
the door into the Soviet, behind.

The Soviet drops the gun. Alf dives for it, as does the 
Soviet. It slides out of reach.
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The two men wrestle. The Soviet overpowers Alf, focusing on 
Alf’s wounded shoulder. He rolls on top of Alf, pinning him.

The phone rings.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

The phone rings. Susie wakes up and answers.

SUSIE
Hello?

PAULINE
This is Agent Forsythe with the 
Australian Security Intelligence 
Organization. Your family is in 
immediate danger.

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

The phone keeps ringing. The Soviet shoulders his weight onto 
Alf’s wound. With his other hand he attempts to choke Alf.  

The nurse picks up the gun. She aims at the Soviet and fires.

The Soviet falls limp onto Alf. The nurse drops the gun on 
the floor and goes to pull the dead Soviet off of Alf.

ALF
Thank you.

The nurse goes to answer the phone.

NURSE
(to phone)

Hello?
(to Alf)

It’s for you.

Alf walks over to the phone. He immediately hangs it up.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME 

Jessica puts down the phone. She returns to the kitchen. 
Robin eats his dinner in the kitchen.

ROBIN
Why is mommy sad?

Jessica reaches up to her cheek, surprised to find tears.
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JESSICA
It’s too late now.

INT. HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS

ALF
Are you okay?

The nurse nods an affirmative. 

Alf grabs the gun off the ground and slides it into the dead 
Soviet’s hand after wiping it for his prints.

The nurse watches numbly.

NURSE
I believe I am suffering a shock.

ALF
You’d better call the police. These 
two men just shot each other in 
your hospital. You understand?

She nods.

Alf goes to the dead British Agent and pats him down. Alf 
finds the agent’s guns holstered on suspenders, under the 
man’s arms. He pulls one out, wipes it down, and wedges it in 
the man’s hand. He pockets the second gun.

He looks up for the nurse. She’s already gone. She returns 
with a folded pile of clothing, his gun and holster on top.

NURSE
You’d better go.

ALF
Our secret.

Alf pulls off his bloodied clothing and gets dressed. He 
wipes his hands on the old clothes before leaving the 
hospital.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Alf stumbles down a dark, rainy street. Street-lamps reflect 
on the wet pavement.

POLICE CARS pass by him, heading the opposite direction.
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INT. BUS GARAGE - NIGHT

Someone’s breaking down the door. It shakes on the hinges. 
It’s hit again, then finally breaks. Alf tumbles into the 
quiet garage.

Alf grabs his wounded shoulder. His hand comes away red.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Susie hastily shuts a suitcase. Her hair’s a mess. Bonnie 
stands in the corner, watching her zip around the room to 
pack. Bonnie looks as though she might start crying.

SUSIE
Ok, honey, it’s time to go.

She holds her hand out, which Bonnie takes. Susie opens the 
door. 

A large UK AGENT, middle aged and male, stands outside the 
door.

UK AGENT
You’d better stay put. Agent 
Harroway, MI:6.

INT. BUS GARAGE - NIGHT

Alf shuffles through the garage, wincing from the pain of his 
shoulder. 

His hands hover over the tools of his former trade, left out 
around a jacked-up bus. A set of silver socket wrenches gleam 
in the dim light of a single florescent bulb on the other 
side of the room.

A clanking noise startles him. He ducks down. He waits - 
silence. Alf peeks out to find an empty room.

Alf stalks closer towards the source of the noise, hand on 
his gun. 

He hears it again, but quieter. He approaches the back of the 
garage. A stray dog roots through a metal trash can in the 
alley. Alf exhales in relief.

Alf turns to find a manager’s office. A bus schedule is 
posted on the door.
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EXT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - NIGHT

A phone rings. A lamp turns on in one of the bedrooms.

INT. BUS GARAGE - CONTINUOUS

He holds Clark’s card in his hand. The blood on his fingers 
leave rust-red fingerprints on the paper. 

ALF
He killed the guard, but we got 
him.

CLARK (V.O.)
Boxall?

ALF
The papers you sent me on George 
Marshall. The suicide note reads, 
if I remember correctly... ‘Ah make 
the most of what we yet may spend, 
/ before we too, into the dust 
descent.’

CLARK (V.O.)
The police wrote him off. Suicide.

ALF
What kind of suicide note tells you 
to enjoy your life? 

CLARK (V.O.)
Is this what you were working on 
yesterday? The information that got 
you shot?

ALF
George Marshall’s book, Clark. What 
was the edition?

CLARK (V.O.)
Are you sure you’re well?

ALF
The edition.

CLARK (V.O.)
Seventh by Methuen. If you’ve lost 
too much blood--

Alf pulls out the list of book editions he got from the 
bookshop.
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ALF
I’m fine. You’re sure about that? 
Seventh by Methuen?

His fingers trace down the page. Methuen is on its fifth 
edition.

CLARK
I’m sure.

ALF
One-time pad encryption. Without 
the key, and without the original 
text, it’s unbreakable. You know 
this better than me.

CLARK (V.O.)
Yes. If done properly, it’s the 
safest way to move information. But 
Marshall’s book isn’t the same as 
the one with code.

ALF
He’s one of you. What is this? A 
wild goose chase? Am I proving my 
identity to the crown? The girl at 
George Marshall’s inquest - why did 
you slit her throat, leave her 
floating in the bathtub? What did 
you do?

CLARK (V.O.)
He’s not one of ours. We don’t know 
who he is. We’d never - 

ALF
But you’d threaten my family. You’d 
get me shot. It’s just like the 
war. We throw our lives away for 
you, and what do we get in return? 
We’re warped.

CLARK (V.O.)
I’ll come to you. We’re here to 
help. Where are you?

ALF
(in thought)

Especially to those that matter...

CLARK (V.O.)
Alf? Where are you?
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ALF
I have to go.

Alf hangs up. He grabs the train timetable and circles three 
trains: from Melbourne, Sydney, and Port Augusta.

Alf dials again.

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Pauline finds the floor taped off by the police. The nurse 
sits outside of the crime scene, speaking to an officer.

Pauline approaches once the officer is finished.

PAULINE
You were the nurse on duty?

NURSE
Yes, Miss.

PAULINE
The two men in there, they shot 
each other? 

The nurse nods.

NURSE
The phone was ringing. He used it 
as a distraction to sneak up on the 
other one.

PAULINE
The phone was ringing?

NURSE
I answered it. A lady calling. But 
the line... it went dead.

PAULINE
A lady? You’re sure?

NURSE
I’m sure.

PAULINE
(to herself)

Jessica.

INT. BUS GARAGE - NIGHT

Alf holds the phone to his ear. 
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SUSIE (V.O.)
Hello?

ALF
Is Bonnie there?

SUSIE (V.O.)
Alf, there’s a man here from MI:6 -

ALF
Tell her I love her. I’ve made 
mistakes, but I love her. Keep my 
girl safe.

SUSIE (V.O.)
Don’t talk like that. Where are 
you?

Alf squeezes his eyes shut. When he opens them, his gaze 
comes to rest on a timetable in front of him.

ALF
I need your help. To fix this. 
Check my notes. In the briefcase by 
the bed. There’s a list of the dead 
man’s possessions. I need to know 
the train and bus tickets.

SUSIE (V.O.)
You’re still on this? There are men 
outside --

ALF
Please.

The sound of rummaging comes through the receiver.

SUSIE (V.O.)
You have a note. ‘Arrived by train 
between 8:30 and 10:45 A.M. Train 
ticket in pocket to Henley Beach. 
Unused. Took bus instead.’

ALF
Thank you. I love you, or I did my 
best to love you.

Alf hangs up.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL - NIGHT

The line dies in Susie’s hands. A knock comes from the door. 
She tenses as Agent Harroway opens the door.
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Pauline flashes her badge.

PAULINE
ASIO. I’d like to speak with Mrs. 
Boxall.

He lets her in. Bonnie is sleeping in the lamp-lit room, but 
a tired-looking Susie sits in the armchair nearby, reading 
through Alf’s briefcase.

PAULINE (CONT’D)
Mrs. Boxall. We met earlier.

SUSIE
You’re back. It’s a bad time.

PAULINE
I called earlier. To warn you. Mr. 
Boxall has left the hospital after 
being attacked by someone we 
believe to be a Soviet agent.

SUSIE
So you’re one of them, also. Does 
Alf know?

PAULINE
I work for ASIO, yes, and I have 
purposely sought to get close to 
your husband. We’ve been monitoring 
him, as well as several of our own.

SUSIE
He’s a bus mechanic, for Christ’s 
sake.

PAULINE
If you really believe that, you’ve 
underestimated him. 

SUSIE
She’s just an old lover. I could 
have told you that from the 
beginning. I told him, when I found 
out, you can’t hide your heart from 
me. I lost him with her, squashed 
them both out. Won the battle, lost 
the war.

PAULINE
How can you know his heart? 
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SUSIE
I’m sure you think you love him. 
What did he promise you? Marriage?

Pauline laughs, a no-hard-feelings laugh.

PAULINE
Please, don’t insult us all. I 
won’t fight you for him; he’s just 
another job.

SUSIE
Then what are you doing here?

PAULINE
I told you. I’m defending you. 
Protecting Australia.

EXT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - NIGHT

Jessica puts a suitcase into the back of her car. She clicks 
the trunk shut as Alf comes up her walkway.

ALF
Going somewhere?

She turns to see him, his gun aimed straight at her.

JESSICA
You’re alive. I thought--

Jessica opens the door of the car.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
It doesn’t matter. My time is up.

Alf grabs the door as she moves to close it.

ALF
I love you. Still. Those silly 
books, the fake editions. A clever 
way to move information. When did I 
fail the test? From the moment we 
met?

EXT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - FLASHBACK - NIGHT

A few rowdy Army boys, including Alf, head down the stone 
path through the gardens. The path ends at a back door for 
the Clifton Gardens Hotel.

Alf knocks.
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WORKER
It’s past six; bar’s closed.

ALF
Come on, a few for the home-front? 

The worker lets them in.

INT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - CONTINUOUS

They enter a warm bar, already half-full with other military 
men and nurses. Jessica is there, listening in a group of 
girls by the bar.

Alf’s group mixes in with these girls. Alf sidles up to the 
bar next to Jessica.

ALF
Two beers, please.

Alf turns to Jessica with the beers.

ALF (CONT’D)
Could I interest you in a toast?

He hands her the beer.

JESSICA
To what?

ALF
To our meeting. I’m Alfred Boxall.

She laughs. He holds out his beer.

JESSICA
Jessica Powell. Lovely to meet you.

She clinks her glass on his.

EXT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - LATER

Alf and Jessica walk alone down the path, a little drunkenly. 
They reach the main street. Alf hails a cab.

ALF
When will I see you again?

JESSICA
Maybe tomorrow. Maybe next week.

She gets in the cab and rolls down the window.
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JESSICA (CONT’D)
Same place, same time. A different 
day.

EXT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - NIGHT

It begins to rain. 

ALF
I went back every day for two 
weeks. You were worth it.

Jessica looks inside her car; Robin is sleeping there, under 
a blanket, his head resting against the window. She closes 
the door.

JESSICA
It’s too late now, Alf.

Alf motions inside with the gun.

ALF
I’m not asking. Inside.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - CONTINUOUS

Alf takes off his jacket and hat. She motions for him to take 
a seat. Jessica remains standing, pacing, focused on the 
outside window.

JESSICA
I tried to kill you today. I can’t 
take any of it back.

ALF
You’re for them, then? The Soviets? 
George Marshall died in 1945, a 
stone’s throw from where we met for 
years. The Rubaiyat on his chest, 
and that stupid verse marked. A 
suicide note, to most people. But 
it’s not a note. It’s a warning.

JESSICA
He was a good man, but even good 
men can fail at their jobs. He 
realized that, at the last.

ALF
I’d never pegged you for a 
Communist. Let alone a murderer.
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JESSICA
I’m just a player in the game.

ALF
Then stop playing.

JESSICA
I can’t. I expect this will be the 
last you see of me, if you let me 
go. Please, show me the mercy I 
didn’t show you.

Jessica’s attention flickers to a car coming down the street. 
It turns onto a side-street, just someone heading home.

ALF
Who’s coming?

JESSICA
Soviets. Australians. Americans. I 
made mistakes, gave too much on 
each side. It’s a matter of time. I 
lost my chance for asylum.

ALF
You always were one for grey areas.

JESSICA
I’m not a Communist, Alf. Not a 
Capitalist, either. What’s the 
point in that? The loyal are sent 
to the slaughterhouse. I’m just 
hoping to survive.

ALF
Your son. He’s his. And you brought 
me here to get you out of this.

Jessica nods, just barely.

JESSICA
It’s too late now. Our history got 
in the way. I’d let them do it if 
not for Robin. I have to stay alive 
for him.

ALF
But you’ve betrayed them. You 
dragged me into it.

JESSICA
If you’d just listened when you 
came the first time. 

(MORE)
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But it made the Soviets nervous, 
and Gagarin’s dead now, isn’t he? 

ALF
I mean so little to you?

JESSICA
That’s not it. That’s our problem - 
We’ve always misjudged each other.

ALF
Tell me, then. The truth.

Jessica gives up, and takes a seat.

JESSICA
Fine.

INT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - EVENING - FLASHBACK

JESSICA, in a stunning evening gown and pearl necklace, walks 
up the stairs of the Clifton Gardens Hotel, a massive, white, 
colonial-style building. In her gloved hands she carries a 
brown paper-wrapped book and a clutch. 

Alf gets up from his place in the lobby, freshly clothed in 
his military finest.

ALF
How I’ve missed you.

He takes her hand, formally.

JESSICA
Back in one piece, I see.

JESSICA (V.O.)
Yes, it was a test. I started 
intelligence work after I met you, 
but when I heard your name on the 
list of known personnel... I hoped - 
a wild hope - that we would 
understand each other. I believed 
it would work.

INT. CLIFTON GARDENS HOTEL - FLASHBACK - LATER

Jessica laughs over drinks and food with a young Alf. She 
leans forward, her hand on his knee, her chest at eye-level. 
She slides the wrapped book toward him.

JESSICA (CONT'D)
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JESSICA
I got you a little something. To 
entertain while you’re away. I hope 
you haven’t already read it.

Alf unwraps the book, The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.

ALF
No, but I’ve heard glowing reviews. 
I’ll read it and think of you.

Jessica’s face falls, ever so slightly.

JESSICA (V.O.) 
Any Soviet working in Australia 
would have had their own edition, a 
rare edition that was never 
officially printed. I was wrong 
about you. It broke my heart. But I 
did love you. From the start, that 
was true.

INT. HOTEL ROOM - MORNING - FLASHBACK

The wind blows through the curtains, the ocean beyond them 
peeking out in blues and whites. A pearl necklace lies on the 
vanity; a pair of pumps and a pair of polished loafers are 
discarded along the floor.

A cigarette burns in an ashtray. Behind its lazy curl of 
smoke, the unclothed forms of Jessica and Alf roll off the 
bed. They both laugh.

JESSICA (V.O.)
Maybe because you always saw things 
so clearly, so black and white. 
Being with you was like stepping 
into the sun.

Jessica lies her cheek on his bare chest as he dozes. She 
traces her finger along his jawline.

JESSICA (V.O.)
And then you went back to the sea, 
and to your wife, days before she 
gave birth. And I met him.

INT. ROYAL NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL - DAY - FLASHBACK

In a nurse’s uniform, Jessica attends to a long room of 
patients. 
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She carries a tub of bloodied bandages away when she spots 
our Unknown Man, sweating terribly, his odd copy of The 
Rubaiyat alongside his bed.

Jessica returns to his side with a damp towel. She wipes his 
brow.

JESSICA
Does that feel better?

The Unknown Man speaks with an American accent.

UNKNOWN MAN
Stay.

She looks up; orderlies are busy about their work on the 
floor.

JESSICA
Only for a moment. Shall I read to 
you?

She pulls the book off the night stand and inspects it, 
surprised.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
An interesting edition. Actually, I 
have one just like it.

She flips to the middle and reads verse 37:

JESSICA (CONT’D)
“Ah, fill the Cup:---what boots it 
to repeat / How Time is slipping 
underneath our Feet: /Unborn TO-
MORROW, and dead YESTERDAY,/ Why 
fret about them if TO-DAY be sweet!

Their eyes meet. He clutches her hand.

UNKNOWN MAN
Yes, today is very sweet.

They smile.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - 1949/PRESENT - NIGHT

Jessica pours herself a stiff drink.

JESSICA
I called him Charles. He called me 
Tess. It was easier that way. 

(MORE)
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We understood - we could be happy 
without knowing everything. I 
followed him to Melbourne, and then 
to Adelaide. I had Robin. The 
Americans posted Charles at 
Woomera, a top-secret rocket 
testing facility to the north.

ALF
So on the day of his death, he took 
the train from Port Augusta. In the 
morning.

JESSICA
It was to be our great escape.

INT. WOOMERA ROCKET TESTING FACILITY - FLASHBACK - DAY

Charles sits at a desk doing a crossword puzzle. The room is 
filled with desks, now empty, as a BRITISH SCIENTIST grabs 
his coat to head home. Maps and charts line the wall, as well 
as a chalkboard covered in math.

BRITISH SCIENTIST
Still working on the projections?

He hastily hides his crossword.

CHARLES
Soldiering on.

The scientist laughs and waves.

BRITISH SCIENTIST
Remember to turn out the light when 
you leave, would you?

CHARLES
Of course.

The scientist whistles himself down the hall and away.

Charles folds up his crossword and pulls out his Rubaiyat. He 
checks around the room, then wanders towards a locked office 
door.

He picks the lock and sneaks in.

Inside, Charles rifles through stacks of files. He turns to a 
file cabinet. He tries it; it’s locked.

Charles uses a small multitool to pry the front of the 
cabinet open at the hinges.

JESSICA (CONT'D)
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He speeds through the cabinet’s contents. Finally he pulls 
out a file stamped “Top Secret” and labeled “Maralinga.”

JESSICA (V.O.)
He copied some plans, stole others. 
They’ve been testing bombs in 
Maralinga. The British call it 
Hurricane, and it’s deadlier than 
Hiroshima.

Charles goes through the file carefully, which shows 
blueprints for experimental weapons. He pauses on the plans 
for Hurricane, the first British nuclear bomb, and pulls them 
from the drawer. He writes on a square of yellowish filmy 
paper, which he tucks into his book.

He replaces everything except the blueprint. He wipes for his 
prints.

EXT. WOOMERA ROCKET TESTING FACILITY - LATE AFTERNOON

The afternoon sun blares over the cracked, brilliantly red 
earth. Scrub-brush stretches out in every direction, while 
above the sky is a deep, oppressive blue.

JESSICA (V.O.)
He spent months looking for it. 
Something we could sell for asylum 
in Russia. When he found it, he 
called me. 

Charles leaves the squat building, and then drives through a 
series of guarded, barbed-wire gates.

JESSICA (V.O.)
All he gave me was the key, but the 
code is clear. It’s a comprehensive 
report on the testing facility. 
Movements, developing technologies, 
all of it. Those blueprints were 
the real bargaining chip.

A man’s face watches Charles through a window of the 
facility.

INT. OFFICE - NIGHT

Charles sits in a dim-lit office. He scratches in the back of 
The Rubaiyat. He is well-dressed in a heavy-suit. Next to him 
sits an extensive set of stencilling tools, as well as a 
yellowish square of filmy paper, an ashtray, and a glass of 
scotch.
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His hands shake slightly. He writes the code out with a 
pencil, so light it can barely be seen. He then carves into  
the code with the stencilling tools and a jeweler’s loupe. He 
magnifies part of the code, which now reads “Venom X4621” 
within a lightly pencilled letter.

When finished, he holds a lighter up to the filmy paper, 
which melts away.

EXT. PORT AUGUSTA TRAIN STATION - EARLY MORNING

Charles, dressed in the clothes he’ll die in, boards the 
train for Adelaide. He places his hat upon the rack with his 
brown suitcase.

JESSICA (V.O.)
But that call gave him away.

The train pulls out of the station.

INT. TRAIN - DAY

In another cabin, the Man in Black leans against his chair, 
smoking deeply.

INT. ADELAIDE RAIL STATION - DAY

Charles alights from the train, forgetting his hat on the 
rack. He pauses a moment to light his cigarette; around him 
the morning bustle is in full blast.

He stops by the train ticket window.

CHARLES
Say, you wouldn’t happen to have 
facilities here? A shower?

TRAIN WORKER
No, sir. But the City Baths aren’t 
far.

Meanwhile, the Man in Black stands near the cloak room, 
looking at his pocket watch. In its mirrored lid’s 
reflection, Charles purchases a ticket and leaves the ticket 
window. 

The Man in Black follows at a safe distance.
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EXT. ADELAIDE STREETS - DAY

Charles carries his brown suitcase in one hand, and loosens 
his tie with the other. He approaches the City Baths.

INT. CITY BATHS - CONTINUOUS

After finishing a lap in the pool, Charles dries off. He 
rinses off in the showers, and shaves at a large mirror. 

As he shaves his chin, men in swimsuits pass behind him, 
carrying goggles and swim caps.

On his last stroke, Charles’ attention focuses on a man in 
the locker room, who is ostensibly placing his suit jacket in 
the locker. The man slowly takes off his shoes.

Charles dresses and leaves in a hurry.

EXT. ADELAIDE STREETS - CONTINUOUS

Charles takes a circuitous route back to the train station, 
stopping regularly to check if he’s being followed. He stops 
in a shop and browses newspapers, looking behind them for the 
same man.

Charles seems to be alone. He exhales in relief.

I/E TRAIN STATION - DAY

Charles checks his bag at the cloak room. The brown leather 
suitcase is dropped into a locker. The Station Attendant 
produces a ticket, which Charles takes.

Charles turns, spotting the Man in Black at the entrance of 
the station. The man is facing away; he doesn’t see him. He 
crosses the street in a crowd and hastily buys a bus ticket 
at the window in front of the Strathmore Hotel.

Charles gets on the bus. The Man in Black crosses the street 
towards him, but not fast enough. He misses the bus.

The Man in Black continues up the stairs to the Strathmore 
Hotel.

EXT. GLENELG - DAY

Before the bus reaches its terminus, Charles gets off. A sign 
above him reads “Glenelg.” He wanders through the quiet, 
beach-suburb’s streets.
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Charles stops to use the phone at a phone booth.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME

Robin sleeps soundly in his bed. Jessica, nothing more than a 
silhouette, stands a room over, staring through the window. 
Her placid front lawn is trimmed and in order; the street is 
quiet.

The phone rings.

INT. PHONE BOOTH - DAY

CHARLES
Tess. I’m here in Glenelg. They’re 
not far behind.

JESSICA (V.O.)
Can you lose him?

CHARLES
I’m not sure. Maybe I have. But, 
Tess, listen. I love you. If, 
fearing the worst...

JESSICA (V.O.)
Hurry.

CHARLES
Be careful. I’ll make sure he’s 
gone before I come. 

JESSICA (V.O.)
I’ll be here. 

CHARLES
Tonight, then. Around six.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - FLASHBACK - DAY

Jessica hangs up and returns to the window. Through the gauzy 
curtains, she sees Pauline coming up the drive. Pauline’s 
black car is parked along the street.

JESSICA
(to herself)

No.

Jessica straightens her dress and fusses with her hair. She 
opens the door. 
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Pauline makes herself at home in the sitting room. Pauline 
lays her gun, in plain sight, on the coffee table.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
Agent Forsythe. How can I help you?

PAULINE
I’m sure you know why I’m here.

JESSICA
Not at all. I just turned in my 
reports last week... is there a 
problem?

PAULINE
Is your husband home?

JESSICA
He’s working.

Pauline inspects the room, especially Jessica’s desk.

PAULINE
The Americans called us. There’s 
been a leak. Worse than the one in 
Sydney.

JESSICA
Have we been compromised?

PAULINE
We’re not yet sure.

JESSICA
If there’s a danger of my position, 
I’ll have to reassure them of my 
loyalties. Unless you think I 
should be reassigned.

PAULINE
Woomera, the weapons-testing 
facility. You know it?

JESSICA 
I’ve heard rumors.

PAULINE
We have reason to believe that the 
man responsible for it is in this 
area. We sent agents to monitor 
activities of all our people near 
here.

Pauline inspects Jessica’s bookshelf.
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JESSICA
I see. Then, please, make yourself 
at home.

EXT. MOSELEY SQUARE - EVENING

Charles reads a newspaper on the square. He looks all around 
him. He checks his watch.

EXT. MOSELEY STREET - EVENING

Charles walks up the street at a clip. He’s smiling, 
confident. He comes around the corner. Jessica’s house is now 
visible; Pauline’s black car is still parked outside.

Charles’s face falls at the sight of the car. His pace slows, 
and now he looks at the house and down the street, caught in 
indecision.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - CONTINUOUS

Jessica leans against the door frame of Robin’s room. 
Oblivious, Robin plays with a toy rocking horse. 

The lights of the house are off.

Behind Jessica, Pauline paces the hallway.

Suddenly, a knock. Pauline goes to the door and looks through 
the keyhole. Nobody’s there.

The knock comes again. Pauline opens the door.

Charles stands on the neighbor’s porch. The door opens. A 
NEIGHBOR, elderly and female, opens the door. Pauline 
watches.

CHARLES
(in an Australian accent)

So sorry to bother you. I’m looking 
for a nurse I met many years ago. 
During the war. I’d hoped to find 
her living here.

NEIGHBOR
No nurses living here. She must 
have moved.

CHARLES
Well, worth the try. I never told 
her how much she meant to me. 

(MORE)
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She saved my life, you know, from 
an infection. I’ll always be 
thankful for that. 

NEIGHBOR
Would you like to come in? I have 
tea on the stove.

Pauline quietly shuts the door and returns to Jessica. She’s 
in the kitchen, cooking dinner. Her hands shake ever so 
slightly as she pulls out the pans. 

She subtly clenches and unclenches a fist, then turns to 
Pauline with a smile.

JESSICA
Will you be staying for dinner?

EXT. MOSELEY STREET - EVENING

The sun sets. Charles continues down the street at a jog. The 
world spins slightly. Charles slows his run close to the 
beach, next to an empty truck. 

He stops, takes out The Rubaiyat, and rips a large square out 
of the last page. He shoves the torn-out page into his pocket 
and flings the book into the back of the unlocked truck.

His expression finally breaks. He presses his palms to his 
eyes.

Birds fly overhead as the sky darkens.

EXT. SOMERTON BEACH - NIGHT

Charles stands in line at a pasty stand. He purchases the 
pasty, and as he turns, he sees that the Man in Black is a 
hundred yards from him, on the boardwalk of the beach.

Charles walks up to the Man in Black.

CHARLES
Well, here we both are.

The Man in Black speaks with an American accent.

MAN IN BLACK
They’ve sent me to stop you at all 
costs. You’re causing a lot of 
trouble, Chuck.

CHARLES (CONT'D)
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CHARLES
You had a clear shot by the baths.

MAN IN BLACK
Messy. And no way to treat an old 
friend.

The man in black offers Charles a cigarette.

MAN IN BLACK (CONT’D)
I’ll give you the option to do it 
yourself.

CHARLES
What’s this?

MAN IN BLACK
It’s laced with digitalis. You’ll 
die within the hour.

CHARLES
And if I don’t?

MAN IN BLACK
You have nowhere to go here, Mr. 
Reynolds. I’ll personally root out 
your accomplice and shoot him.

CHARLES
It’s not worth it, you know. 
Eventually, they’ll just throw you 
away. It’s a lonely game with only 
one winner.

MAN IN BLACK
You’ve gone soft.

The Man in Black motions to the cigarette.

CHARLES
Fine. Death by poison - sounds 
romantic, doesn’t it? But I think 
I’ll take my time, if you don’t 
mind. It’s a lovely evening.

Charles takes the cigarette and puts it in his pack, his eyes 
closed.

CHARLES (CONT’D)
We’ll make it a game. Russian 
roulette.

Charles grins sadly.
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The Man in Black puts his hand on Charles’ shoulder. 

MAN IN BLACK
I’m sorry it has to be this way. 
You did good work. Rooting out 
those Soviets in Sydney--

CHARLES
It’s easy when you’re cheating. 
Well, Gordon. I’ve made my choices.

He pulls out a cigarette from his pack and lights it.

CHARLES (CONT’D)
Let’s see what fate has in store 
for me.

He takes a long drag and walks down to the beach. Gordon 
watches him. Charles stops at a trash can and looks at the 
ripped-out page. Verse 73 reads:

“Ah Love! could thou and I with Fate conspire
To grasp this sorry Scheme of Things entire,
Would not we shatter it to bits---and then
Re-mould it nearer to the Heart's Desire!”

CHARLES (CONT’D)
(to himself)

Would not we shatter it to bits...

He smiles and rips the page down to only the final words: 
Tamam Shud. He tosses the excess paper in the trash.

Charles takes a walk along the beach, eating his pasty. 

Couples enjoy a warm summer evening, strolling in twos along 
the beach’s walk. A beautiful night: candles burning on a the 
cafe tables, the stars bright above, a warm breeze in the 
air.

Finally Charles takes a seat against the sea wall, near where 
the steps meet the sand.

The click of a lighter - the crackle of a cigarette. Charles 
leans back and loosens his tie.

He furls and unfurls the strip of paper. His attention is on 
the sea.

Charles laughs a mirthless laugh. His eyes well a moment. He 
places the strip in his pocket.

CHARLES (CONT’D)
It’s finished, then. 
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Charles raises his arm, an almost drunken movement, in 
goodbye.

He looks to the lit cigarette and takes a long, deep drag. 
The ash glows red. It crumbles in the sea breeze.

Gordon looks into his black case: bottles and syringes 
surround a foam depression in the shape of a gun. 

Gordon places his gun into its place and latches the case 
shut. He walks away from the shore, towards the city lights.

Charles lies dead on the beach, the cigarette half-smoked, 
the last gasps of red ash glowing on his lapel.

INT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - 1949 - EVENING

Tears threaten to fall from Jessica’s eyes. She fights them 
back.

JESSICA
I denied it, of course. But with my 
number in the book... well, it’d be 
a matter of time. It’s the stupid 
mistakes. I brought you here -- I 
needed your help.

ALF
Where is it? The Blueprint?

JESSICA
He mailed it to me.

ALF
That simple?

JESSICA
Not everything can be a grand 
deception. Though I’m sure the 
Americans were upset when they 
searched the body.

ALF
A one-time pad encryption. I saw 
the microwriting. I guessed that 
much from the stencilling kit in 
the train station case. And you 
have the key. It’s still 
salvageable. You could run.

JESSICA
What’s the use, now? Without him?
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Alf looks out the window as another car passes.

ALF
I did misjudge you. You’re colder 
than I ever knew. Leaving him 
outside your door.

JESSICA
I did what I had to. When Agent 
Forsythe --

ALF
What, Pauline?

JESSICA
You didn’t know?

ALF
Not entirely.

JESSICA
When she came, I -- I made my 
decisions.

ALF
You saved yourself.

JESSICA
It’s the only team worth fighting 
for, mine and Robin’s. Judge me if 
you like. You may as well shoot me 
yourself.

Alf softens. He stands and pulls her into a hug, his face in 
her hair.

ALF
I never could. I understand, for 
once. They’ve threatened Bonnie. 
I’m fighting for her.

Jessica lets that settle a moment, then suddenly breaks away 
from him.

JESSICA
You’ll sell me out.

She lunges for her gun. They’re locked into a stalemate, both 
aiming at point-blank distance.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
Let me go, if you ever cared for 
me. Let me die on my own. Let me 
try.
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ALF
An agent told me, while I was in 
the hospital, to use the enemy’s 
ignorance against them. It’s good 
advice.

He lowers his gun.

ALF (CONT’D)
I fought, not out of a hunger for 
glory, like most of those boys. I 
don’t know why anymore. I thought I 
did. These shits up top, look at 
what they’ve done to us.

Jessica lowers her gun a small amount.

ALF (CONT’D)
It’s all pointless if I can’t 
protect you and Bonnie. You used to 
know that.

JESSICA
So you will help me. Even after 
everything.

ALF
That was your plan all along, 
wasn’t it? One last lie.

A car pulls into her driveway. Jessica grabs her coat.

JESSICA
Quick, there’s a back door from the 
kitchen. Meet me in an hour. 
There’s a bookshop off of Moseley 
Square.

Alf escapes through the back door.

There’s a knock. Jessica opens it, and is face-to-face with a 
young, nervous man: COMRADE JENNINGS.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
(in a low voice)

Good Evening, Comrade Jennings.

COMRADE JENNINGS
(whispering, in Russian)

Good evening, comrade. I have 
troubling news. Are you alone?

He lets himself in as Alf escapes through the back door.
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JESSICA
Yes.

She places her hand behind her back, a hand holding a gun.

COMRADE JENNINGS
Your Boxall got away.

JESSICA
Of course he did. Gagarin, that 
fucking drunk. Couldn’t kill a man 
in a hospital bed.

COMRADE JENNINGS
He knew we were coming. We’ve 
already been exposed to the public. 
Those bodies...

JESSICA
We’ll need to lie low. Attack only 
if he comes back here, and get 
someone competent this time.

COMRADE JENNINGS
The Party wants assurances. If this 
can’t be covered up, it risks 
everything. We need to tie up loose 
ends.

Jessica understands what that means.

JESSICA
If it’s going to disappear, there’s 
something I need.

COMRADE JENNINGS
What’s that?

JESSICA
A scapegoat.

Jessica shoots him, point blank, in the face. 

JESSICA (CONT’D)
(to herself)

And an additional threat.

She walks over to the phone.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
(in Russian)

The Strathmore Hotel. Send someone. 
No, Boxall’s out of the picture. 
His superiors know.
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EXT. MOSELEY STREET HOME - NIGHT

Jessica drags the body of Comrade Jennings, heavier than her 
own, to the back of the car. She shoves it into the trunk.

The blood drips down her leg, into her patent leather pumps.

EXT. MOSELEY SQUARE BOOKSTORE - NIGHT

A closed bookstore - the streetlights outside cast shadows 
onto the silent stacks. Alf mills about in the shadow of the 
front stoop. He’s skittish, suspicious of the few lingering 
passersby on the square.

Jessica knocks from the inside. Alf jumps, then recovers. She 
lets him in.

I/E. MOSELEY SQUARE BOOKSTORE - CONTINUOUS

JESSICA
I only know ASIO’s stance on me; 
I’ve been under review for months. 
What did you tell MI6? Be exact.

ALF
Clark - the British officer - he 
wanted to know what I was last 
looking into. He said it’d hold the 
key to why the Soviets were 
attacking.

JESSICA
They know you visited me?

ALF
Not specifically. I told them about 
the Mangnosons. 

JESSICA
Mangnosons?

ALF
The father was loony. Pressure of 
the case cracked him; he killed the 
son and couldn’t face it. The wife 
rallied behind him; I could tell 
she was lying about being run down 
by a car by the way she kept 
fussing about the tea. The whole 
story was a crock.
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JESSICA
Well, the best lies echo the truth. 
We could plant the blueprints on 
the body, but that won’t clear me. 
We’ll need more that that.

ALF
The body?

JESSICA
Survival’s not a pretty road, Alf.

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Susie taps her fingers nervously on a table. Pauline is 
crouched and ready, focused on the door.

SUSIE
This is ridiculous. I don’t know 
who you think you are --

PAULINE
Shh.

The shadows of feet linger by the door. They hesitate before 
continuing on.

Suddenly, the door explodes into splinters, as a SOVIET 
ASSASSIN unleashes a Kalashnikov inside. 

Susie covers Bonnie’s ears and tackles her to the ground on 
the far side of the bed. Harroway, opposite the bed from 
Susie, flips around the corner and fires.

Nobody’s there.

Pauline pursues, first down the empty hall, then to the 
staircase. There’s no sign of him. She hurries to the lobby.

There’s a commotion; the Soviet storms through a side door. 
She follows into a cement staircase, which in turn leads to 
the hotel laundry.

A long row of electric washing machines line the room. A 
MAID, middle aged and plain, loads wet sheets into an 
electric wringer. The maid motions to the next room with her 
head.

Pauline enters into a room of florescent white. A slight buzz 
emanates from the overhead lighting, which reflects off the 
lines of white sheets and towels hanging on lines throughout 
the room. A fan churns nearby.
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She crouches down. There’s a pant leg to the left, behind a 
flowing sheet. She fires. 

Return shots. She empties her clip and reloads, ducking 
behind the door for cover.

She runs through the room, firing at a shadow of her target. 
He stumbles, pulling a wet sheet with him. He slumps into a 
sitting position against the wall, a streak of red sliding 
behind him.

Pauline approaches. He suddenly looks up, squeezes the 
trigger. Pauline falls forward.

EXT. BUS GARAGE - NIGHT

Behind her car, Jessica removes her bloodied shirt for a new 
one. She closes her trunk and gets in the driver’s seat.

ROBIN
(drowsily)

Where are we going?

JESSICA
Somewhere safe.

Jessica drives into the night.

INT. OFFICE - NIGHT

Clark goes through a file. He looks exhausted. The phone 
rings. He rubs his eyes and answers.

CLARK
Hello?

ALF (V.O.)
I-I got him. 

CLARK
Boxall? You’re alive.

ALF (V.O.)
He must’ve followed me. I hid in 
the Bus Garage, but I got him now.

CLARK
We have agents scouring the area 
for you. Are you injured?
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ALF (V.O.)
Some. I’m tired. Very tired. I’m 
going to sit down...

CLARK
We’re coming. Don’t move. Don’t 
touch anything. Stay awake.

INT. BUS GARAGE - CONTINUOUS

Clark hangs up. Alf takes a deep breath, and looks over to 
the dead Comrade Jennings. He fires another bullet into the 
body, wincing as he does so.

He shoves another gun into the dead man’s hand, and wraps his 
finger around the trigger. He takes a deep breath, and aims 
at his own leg.

He squeezes the trigger through a cloth; the gun fires. He 
cries out, applying pressure to his leg. He limps to the 
other side of the room, and slides against the wall.

EXT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Jessica’s car arrives at a house. She holds Robin on her hip 
and rings the doorbell. Prosper Thomson, surprised, opens the 
door.

PROSPER THOMSON
What are you doing here?

INT. STRATHMORE HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Susie’s crying. She, Bonnie, and Agent Harroway have holed 
themselves in the shower.

INT. BUS GARAGE

Clark runs inside, joined by several UK AGENTS. Alf’s putting 
pressure on his wound, hunched in a corner. The agents clear 
the room.

CLARK
Good Lord. We’ve got an ambulance 
coming, Boxall.

ALF
(crazed)

You were right. They know my face. 
(MORE)
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Must have seen me when I called on 
the Mangnosons.

CLARK
The Mangnosons? Weren’t you looking 
into the Marshall Case?

AGENT
All clear in here, sir.

ALF
Oh God - my family. Are they all 
right? Do they know?

CLARK
They’re safe now. Tell me exactly 
what you were doing before you were 
attacked this afternoon.

ALF
I called on Mrs. Mangnoson a few 
days ago. I thought she might be on 
to something, what with being 
threatened. The police weren’t 
treating it seriously. They thought 
it was a hoax.

CLARK
And?

ALF
The husband thought he was a Carl 
Thompsen, someone he’d worked with 
years before. I looked for him. 
Made some calls from the phone 
book. Somewhere along the way, I 
took a walk on the beach. You know 
the rest.

CLARK
What you said about Marshall, on 
the phone--

ALF
Maybe he’s one of them. Maybe not.

Clark examines the body. Alf writhes behind him.

CLARK
I know this man. He’s a junior 
secretary in the Communist party 
here. Always at the rallies.

ALF (CONT'D)
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Clark examines Jennings’ pockets. He finds a wallet, and 
reads off the ID:

CLARK (CONT’D)
Robert Jennings. Age: 31.

He looks at the bullet wounds: one in the head, one in the 
leg. The ambulance arrives, and paramedics swarm around Alf.

CLARK (CONT’D)
(to himself)

You’re a good shot.

Clark looks in Jennings’ other jacket pocket, where he finds 
a crumpled piece of paper - back page of The Rubaiyat. 

CLARK (CONT’D)
It’s that damned book again.

He smooths the page out. On verse 73, the following 
underlined letters are each marked with a dot:

Ah, Love! could you and I with Him 
conspire 
To grasp this sorry Scheme of 
Things entire, 
Would not we shatter it to bits--
and then 
Re-mould it nearer to the Heart's 
Desire!

CLARK (CONT’D)
(to an Agent)

Look here. At these marks. Above 
all the letters. 

The agent takes it. 

Alf is hauled from the room on a stretcher. His eyes meet 
with Clark’s.

CLARK (CONT’D)
Take that paper to be examined. It 
may hold the key to this whole 
mess. 

EXT. STRATHMORE HOTEL - NIGHT

Police lights flicker along the walls. A gurney carries 
Pauline’s and the Soviet’s bodies from the hotel.
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EXT. HOSPITAL - LATER - DAY

Susie helps a limping Alf get into a car, but she doesn’t get 
in.

INT. CAR - CONTINUOUS

She leans in through the window.

SUSIE
I don’t suppose I know you at all 
anymore.

ALF
I’m sorry, Susie. I tried--

SUSIE
I know, Alf. I did too. I’m tired 
of that now. 

ALF
I’ll stay with Ed when we get back. 
I suppose he could use the help.

SUSIE
I’m sorry we couldn’t make it. I 
really am. Bonnie and I will head 
to my sister’s soon.

ALF
Then it’s goodbye.

SUSIE
Yes.

INT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Prosper has fallen asleep in an armchair, his radio’s blather 
filling the room. Robin sleeps soundly in a bed.

Jessica scrawls a note on the kitchen counter. She opens the 
front door and slips into the night.

The note says, “I’ll call - Love always.” 

INT. ASIO OFFICE - DAY

ASIO AGENT
It’s a crude code, done in a hurry. 
Each mark above a letter - S E C N 
O T T R U T S.  

(MORE)
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Sec not trust, we think. MI6 thinks 
they’re referring to your posting 
as a secretary in the Communist 
Party.

JESSICA
And did they search the building?

ASIO AGENT
Yes. We’ve recovered quite a bit of 
information from Jennings’ desk. It 
seems we’ve gotten there in just 
the nick of time.

JESSICA
Am I at risk?

ASIO AGENT
We’re removing you from your 
position. A new identity, new place 
to live, all of it. I’ve assigned 
Gray to accompany you, just in 
case. If you’d like to be 
reassigned-- 

JESSICA
Perhaps not. I have a son to raise.

She gets up to leave.

ASIO AGENT
I understand. Australia appreciates 
your service. I’m sorry for any 
unpleasantness on our part.

JESSICA
Not at all, sir. It’s all part of 
the job.

INT. OFFICE

Clark types at a typewriter. There’s a knock at the door.

CLARK
Come in.

Agent Harroway enters and takes a seat.

AGENT HARROWAY
You wanted to see me, sir.

CLARK
Yes. It’s about this Somerton mess.

ASIO AGENT (CONT'D)
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AGENT HARROWAY
Did the Australians remove their 
man from the Party? I’m sure that’s 
what the note means.

CLARK
Yes. Their woman. Turned out to be 
the same woman as the nurse from 
the Unknown Man’s case. Found those 
blueprints, too. I don’t quite know 
what to make of it.

AGENT HARROWAY
If the Russians trusted her, and 
then their man died while working 
with the American, they’d start to 
suspect. Seems to me like she’s 
doing her job, covering her tracks.

CLARK
I looked into this Carl Thompsen, 
the man Boxall thought it could be.

AGENT HARROWAY
And?

CLARK
Nothing. The man may never have 
been born. They think it was 
digitalis that killed him - 
Americans, probably. I just can’t 
help thinking there’s more to it.

AGENT HARROWAY
And Boxall?

CLARK
Quiet. After how they tracked him 
down, it’s hard to believe he’s one 
of them. But it was a necessary 
precaution.

AGENT HARROWAY
All these spies. It’ll make big 
news if the papers ever find out.

CLARK
They won’t. The last thing we need 
is a panic. Actually, that’s why I 
called you in. 
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INT. POLICE STATION - 1952 - NIGHT

Agent Harroway opens a filing cabinet and searches through 
the files. A thick file on The Unknown Man is pulled out, and 
Harroway glances through it. He pulls out an entire tab 
labeled ‘witness statements.’ He replaces everything and 
leaves.

INT. POLICE STATION - 1960’S - DAY

A POLICE OFFICER walks down the hall, reading the Unknown Man 
case file. 

1960S OFFICER
Still looking at that old thing, 
Gerry?

GERRY
It’s the strangest thing. The 
original book, with the code in the 
back. It’s vanished from our files.

INT. POLICE STATION - 1986 - DAY

A 1980s OFFICER enters to station’s evidence room. He walks 
to the far back of the room, the furthest back corner. A 
dusty brown case sits behind a group of others.

He opens the case to inspect it - it’s the same case we saw 
nearly 40 years earlier. He closes it and places it into a 
bin labeled ‘To be destroyed.’ 

INT. ALF’S HOUSE - 1978

Now grey-haired and wrinkled, Alf sits in a starched white 
shirt to talk with Inside Story about the Somerton Beach 
case.

An INTERVIEWER, male, 30s, sits across from him.

INTERVIEWER
Would you like some water? It’s hot 
out there today.

GAFFER (O.S.)
Everyone ready?

Alf taps impatiently on the arms of his chair.
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INTERVIEWER
Sure. Ready, Mr. Boxall? Just be 
yourself.

ALF
Go ahead, then.

INTERVIEWER
We’re back on Inside Story, where 
tonight we’re looking into the 
baffling mystery of the Body found 
on Somerton Beach in 1948. You’ve 
just told us how the police got you 
involved in the case. Did they  
think the body was you, or that you 
were somehow responsible for the 
body?

ALF
The first impression I received was 
that the gentlemen were highly 
annoyed when they realized who I 
was. The fact that I was still 
alive and there completely upset 
their applecart. I was very 
displeased.

INTERVIEWER
Do you have the book here?

Alf hands him his copy of the book, and point to verse 70, 
the verse that Jessica inscribed in the front cover.

INTERVIEWER (CONT’D)
‘Indeed, indeed, Repentance of 
before / I swore--but was I sober 
when I swore? / And then and then 
came Spring, and Rose-in-hand / My 
thread-bare Penitence a-pieces 
tore.’ 
That’s about being sober and being 
repentant. You knew her through the 
pub - was it that you’d had a heavy 
night?

ALF
No, it couldn’t possibly have been. 
These visits over there were swift 
and sudden, they were never really 
arranged. You sneaked in those 
stony steps, around the little bay 
and into the pub, and you might 
have a couple of drinks.
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INTERVIEWER
Mr. Boxall, you had been working, 
hadn’t you, in an intelligence unit 
before you met this young woman. 
Did you talk about that at all?

ALF
No.

INTERVIEWER
Was it not done to talk about those 
sorts of things?

ALF
It was not done to speak about any 
Army affair. 

INTERVIEWER
So she couldn’t have known about 
your involvement with intelligence.

ALF
Not unless someone else told her.

INTERVIEWER
Because, you see what I’m getting 
at, there is a theory about this 
whole affair - that the man on the 
beach was a spy of some kind.

Alf smirks, mulling the thought over.

ALF
Well, that’s quite a melodramatic 
thesis, isn’t it?

FADE TO BLACK.

TITLE CARD #1
UNDER THE VENONA PROJECT, U.S. 
INTELLIGENCE DECRYPTED 
APPROXIMATELY 3,000 SOVIET 
MESSAGES, EXPOSING NUMEROUS SOVIET 
AGENTS IN AMERICA AND ABROAD. THIS 
INCLUDED SPY RINGS ASSOCIATED WITH 
HIGH OFFICIALS IN THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF AUSTRALIA AND IN THE 
SOVIET EMBASSY IN CANBERRA.

TITLE CARD #2
JESSICA POWELL MARRIED PROSPER 
THOMSON THE FOLLOWING YEAR. 

(MORE)
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SHE TOLD HER CHILDREN THAT THE 
SOMERTON MAN’S IDENTITY WAS KNOWN 
TO A LEVEL HIGHER THAN THE POLICE. 
SHE DIED IN 2007.

TITLE CARD #3
AFTER A SECOND INQUEST IN 1949, THE 
UNKNOWN MAN FOUND AT SOMERTON BEACH 
WAS BURIED. HIS IDENTITY AND CAUSE 
OF DEATH REMAIN UNKNOWN. DESPITE 
NUMEROUS ATTEMPTS, THE CODE HAS 
NEVER BEEN CRACKED. TO THIS DAY, 
THE CASE REMAINS OPEN WITH THE 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MAJOR CRIME TASK 
FORCE.

FADE OUT.

THE END

TITLE CARD #2 (CONT'D)
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